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Looking at Burma : political culture ; interview with U Aung Naing, U Tint Zaw, U Maung Maung, U Soe Thinn, U Aung Zaw, Saw Kapi
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces
Ref.: BAS

'Aung Nyunt
Defender of the faith / U Aung Nyunt
Subject(s): Burma : Biography ; Soni, R.L.
Ref.: BAS

'Aung Nyunt
We want peace.
in: *Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8.10, 1961, 22-24*
Ref.: SAI

'Aung Pearl
~ Pearl, Aung

'Aung Phyoe
Betel chewing habit in Myanmar / Aung Phyoe
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

'Aung Phyoe
Betel chewing habit in Myanmar / Aung Phyoe
in: *Guardian* (Rangoon) 42.1, 1995.Jan, 9-14
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

'Aung Phyoe
Men of Saya San Uprising slaughtered and butchered at Wetoe / Aung Phyoe
Subject(s): Burma : History <1752-1947>
Ref.: BAS

'Aung Phyoe
Thupannaka Galuna Razar / Aung Phyoe
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

'Aung Phyoe
Subject(s): Geoquímica ; Prospecção geoquímica.
Ref.: OCLC 55909000

'Aung San <1915-1947>
Address delivered at a meeting of the Anglo-Burman Council, at the City Hall, Rangoon, on December 8, 1946.
in: *Burma's challenge*, 1946 / by Aung San. – Rangoon:
Subject: Politics and government <1824-1948>
D: HD-SAI 3rd ed. 1974(325 pol 81/634)*

‘Aung San <1915-1947>
Asian nations and the West.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 6.2, 1959, 23* Ref.: SAI

‘Aung San <1915-1947>
Aung San on the “International situation” (1946)

‘Aung San <1915-1947>
Blueprint for free Burma.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 4.3, 1957, 33-35*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung San <1915-1947>
Critique of British imperialism-presidential address, AFPFL Supreme Council session, May 1946
Subject: Politics and government <1824-1948>
D: HD-SAI 3rd ed. 1974(325 pol 81/634)*

‘Aung San <1915-1947>
Life-sketch of the author
Subject: Politics and government <1824-1948>
D: HD-SAI 3rd ed. 1974(325 pol 81/634)*

‘Aung San <1915-1947>
Problems for Burma’s freedom-presidential address, AFPFL Congress, January 1946
Subject: Politics and government <1824-1948>
D: HD-SAI 3rd ed. 1974(325 pol 81/634)*

‘Aung San <1915-1947>
Resistance movement
Subject: Politics and government <1824-1948>
D: HD-SAI 3rd ed. 1974(325 pol 81/634)*

‘Aung San <1915-1947>
Situations and tasks-presidential address, AFPFL Supreme Council session, August 1946
Subject: Politics and government <1824-1948>
D: HD-SAI 3rd ed. 1974(325 pol 81/634)*

‘Aung San <1915-1947>
Steps to the final goal.

‘Aung San <1915-1947>
Welcome India! : address of welcome to Sarat Chandra Bose
Subject: Politics and government <1824-1948>
D: HD-SAI 3rd ed. 1974(325 pol 81/634)*

‘Aung San <1915-1947>
World War and Burma / by Thakin Aung San ; transl. by Tin Htway
Subject(s): Aung San <1915-1947> : Nationalist, Burmese ; World War <1939-1945> - Politics and government ; Foreign relations ; Politics and government <1824-1948>; Autonomy and independence movements ; Nationalism ; Literature, Burmese
D: HD-SAI HH-AAI(5:B10 1-8)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Aung San Suu Kyi on tourism / Aung San Suu Kyi
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Tourism
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Aung San Suu Kyi: in her own words [interview by Bill Richardson] / Aung San Suu Kyi
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Burma’s quest for democracy / Aung San Suu Kyi
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Human Rights
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Burmese Daze [memoir of interview with Aung San Suu
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Kyij / Madeleine K. Albright
in: Burma debate (New York) 2.5, 1995 Nov-Dec, 18-19
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Conversing with the voice of democracy: an interview with Aung San Suu Kyi / Aung San Suu Kyi
in: Harvard Asia Pacific review (Cambridge, MA) 4.2, 2000 Sum, 42-46, 78
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Japan ; Japan ; Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Burma
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Dust and sweat
ISBN 0-14-025317-3 ; 978-0-140-25317-7
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Empowerment for a culture of peace and development / Aung San Suu Kyi
in: Burma debate (New York) 1.3, 1994 Dec-Jan, 1995, 4-11
in: Burma research journal; 1.1, 1995
D: HD-SAI(inf Zs 1167)
GB: OUL/IND Indmonth 1/99
SG: ISEAS(DS527 B96)
US: CU (Kroc DS527 .B962)
HU(Widener Harv. Depos. DS527.B962x)
LC(DS527.B962) YU(SML)
NIU(SEA DS530.65 .O5 1995)
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Change
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Freedom from fear
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
In her own words: interview with Daw Aung San Suu Kyi / Aung San Suu Kyi
in: Burma debate (New York) 4.5, 1997 Nov-Dec, 21-27
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
In quest of democracy
D: HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
In the eye of the revolution - 11. Two Letters to Amnesty International
– ISBN 0-14-025317-3 ; 978-0-140-25317-7
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Khin Maung Kyi : empowerment for a culture of peace and development / Aung San Suu Kyi.
in: Burma research journal (Bangkok) 1.2, 1995
D: HD-SAI(inf Zs 1167)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Letter from Burma: honoring those who fought for freedom / Aung San Suu Kyi
in: Burma debate (New York) 5.1, 1998 Win, 7-9
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Burma : History
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Letter to the ambassadors
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Literature and nationalism in Burma
ISBN 0-14-025317-3 ; 978-0-140-25317-7
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
My country and people
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
My father
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Open letter to the UN Commission on Human Rights
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Opening keynote address, NGO forum on women, Beijing 95 / Aung San Suu Kyi
Subject(s): Burma ; Politics & Government ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Women
Ref.: BAS

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
Speech to a mass rally at the Shwedagon Pagoda
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
The 1991 Nobel Prize for Peace
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
The agreement to stand for election
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
The National League for Democracy: who they are and what they want / Aung San Suu Kyi
in: Burma debate (New York) 3.3, 1996. May-Jun, 4-11
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Political Parties
Ref.: BAS

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
The need for dialogue
ISBN 0-14-025317-3 ; 978-0-140-25317-7
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
The need for solidarity among ethnic groups
ISBN 0-14-025317-3 ; 978-0-140-25317-7
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
The Nobel Prize acceptance speech
ISBN 0-14-025317-3 ; 978-0-140-25317-7
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
The objectives
ISBN 0-14-025317-3 ; 978-0-140-25317-7
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
The people want freedom
ISBN 0-14-025317-3 ; 978-0-140-25317-7
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>
The quest for democracy in Burma [Myanmar], 1991 /
Aung San Suu Kyi
In: *Speeches of war and peace* / Larry Buttrose, -- Larry. -- Chatswood, N.S.W., New Holland, 2010. -- ISBN 9781741108682 174110868

‘Aung San Suu Kyi’ <b. 1945>
The Role of the citizen in the struggle for democracy
ISBN 0-14-025317-3 ; 978-0-140-25317-7
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi’ <b. 1945>
The true meaning of Boh / Aung San Suu Kyi
in: *Asian survey (Berkeley, CA., ISSN 0004-4687)* 31.9. 1991.Sep, 793-797
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi’ <b. 1945>
The weekend forum, February 11, 1996 / Aung San Suu Kyi
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung San Suu Kyi’ <b. 1945>
Towards a true refuge
ISBN 0-14-025317-3 ; 978-0-140-25317-7
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi’ <b. 1945>
Two letters to Amnesty International
ISBN 0-14-025317-3 ; 978-0-140-25317-7
D: B-SBB(1 A 538602)
HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi’ <b. 1945>
Wo das Recht Haken schlägt
in: *Reformatio : Zeitschrift für Kultur, Politik, Religion*
1997
Ref. IBZ

‘Aung San Suu Kyi’ <b. 1945>
Foreword / Aung San Suu Kyi
D: B-SBB(1 A 317469 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(325 pol 99/351)*
US: CU(Kroch DS530.4.B867x 1997)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi’ <b. 1945>
Freedom of Thought, 1997, Burma
D: GÖ-SUB(2010 B 2390)
GB: BL(LC.31.b.6051)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi’ <b. 1945>
The U.N. declaration of human rights and its impact on Asian values and democratic principles
Subject(s): Nobel Peace Laureates Conference (1998, Univ. of Virginia) ; Peace; Human rights ; Nobel Prizes ; Pacifists
D: B-SBB(1 A 494543)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi’
Burma under Slorc is not going to be any credit to Asean...
from *From consensus to controversy* : ASEAN’s relationship with Burma’s SLORC / ed. by Ralph Bachoe & Debbie Stothard. -- Bangkok : Alternative Asean Network on Burma, 1997. p. 81-84
Subject(s): ASEAN countries : Foreign relations – Burma *Burma* ; Foreign relations - ASEAN countries ; Political violence ; Politics & Government -- Regional Associations ; Politics & Government -- Human Rights Southeast Asia : Politics & Government - Regional Associations
US: CU(Kroch DS525.9.B93 F76 1997)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi’
Subject(s): Human rights ; Civil rights
D: B-SBB(HB 10 Ce 722-1 LS Potsdamer Str.)

‘Aung San Suu Kyi’
Subject(s): Human rights ; Civil rights
D: B-SBB(HB 10 Ce 722-1 LS Potsdamer Str.)
‘Aung San Suu Kyi, Burma


Contains: Short Biography p.139
Harn Yawngewe p.142

‘The U.N. Declaration of Human Rights and Its Impact on Asian Values and Democratic Principles” p.142
Discussion Among the Participants p.152
Questions from the Audience p.157
Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945> : Harn Yawngewe <b. 1948>
Nobel Peace Laureates Conference (1998, Univ. of Virginia) ; Peace; Human rights ; Nobel Prizes ; Pacifists - Biography
D: B-SBB(1 A 49454 Potsdamer Str.)

‘Aung Say (Dedaye)

For worker's rights and welfare.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 9.18, 1971, 17-19*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Say (Dedaye)

One hundred and seventy heroes of socialist labour.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 9.4, 1970, 18-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Say (Dedaye)

Rendezvous-Aye Ywa / Dedaye Aungze.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 7.18, 1969, 21-24*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Say (Dedaye)

Soviet labour leader's visit.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 8.20, 1970, 10-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Saya

Der Realist / Aung Seja
D: HD-SAI(320 kul 68/1218)

‘Aung Soe

Buddhism in Burma.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 6.4, 1956, 83-88*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Soe

Foreign relations of independent Burma : an address by Thray Sithu U Aung Soe to the Cambridge University Bandung Society on May 9, 1958.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 8.4, 1958, 9-13*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Soe

National solidarity : our bulwark through ages.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 4.13, 1966, 6-9*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Soe Ling

Critical times: gendered implications of the economic crisis for migrant workers from Burma/Myanmar in Thailand
in: Gender and development, 2010
Ref. IBZ

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>

A brief survey of the Burmese Buddhist Samgha and its relationship with the state and the laity.
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>

Across the river.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 1.22, 1963, 12-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>

Beikthano.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 1.13, 1963, 14-17*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>

Buddhistic art of Burma.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 1.11, 1962, 28-30*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>

Burmese festivals : boat race festival of Tawthalin (September).
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 1.3, 1962, 22*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>

Electric power : a panacea for socioeconomic ills.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 3.9, 1956, 31-32*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>

Kason.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 1.19, 1963, 29-30*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>
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Kathina festival in November.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8, 12, 1961, 31-32*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>
Music and dance in Burma.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 1.16, 1963, 15-17*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>
Nawdaw: time to remember Burma's famous men of letters.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 1.9, 1962, 8-10*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>
Padethayaza: poet of the peasants.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 2.2, 1963, 12-13*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>
Relation between the Sangha and state and laity.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 48, 1965, 1-7*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>
Tazauymon: the brightest month of the year.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 1.7, 1962, 18-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>
Thadingyut: the festival of lights.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 1.5, 1962, 14-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>
Thingyan.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 1.17, 1963, 15-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>
Thoughts on Buddhism: Ledi Sayadaw, our benefactor. Broadcast from the BBS / by Aung Than, on February, 1961.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8.5, 1961, 24-25*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>
Toungoo.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 2.8, 1963, 18-20*
Ref.: SAI

Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than <Thiri Pyanchi U>
A vital link for prosperity.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 7.1, 1968, 22-24*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
Alaungpaya: the most versatile Myanmar monarch of all time / Aung Than Tun
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 50.8, 2003 Aug, 23-27
Subject(s): Burma: History; By Period; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung Than Tun
Birbery and corruption: "Among a people generally corrupt, liberty can not long exist..." Edmund Burke.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 9.5, 1962, 28-30*; 9.6, 1962, 29-30*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
Burmese courtship.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8.12, 1961, 15-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
Burmese marriage.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 9.9, 1962, 11-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
Burmese pagodas.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 11.10, 1964, 14-19*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
Burmese women.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 12.4, 1965, 40-45*; 12.5, 1965, 33-41*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
Famous Myanmar pagodas / Aung Than Tun (Monywa)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 50.12, 2003 Dec, 16-20; 51.1, 2004 Jan, 14-20
Subject(s): Burma: Arts; Architecture; Burma: Philosophy & Religion; Buddhism Geography; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

Ref.: BAS
‘Aung Than Tun
Famous Myanmar pagodas / Aung Than Tun (Monywa)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.1, 2004.Jan, 14-20
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung Than Tun
For whom the bell tolls' [bell casting] / Aung Than Tun (Monywa)
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung Than Tun
Hluttaw under the Burmese kings.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 11.4, 196425-27*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
How to achieve success in life / Aung Than Tun
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung Than Tun
Kyansittha: hero king of Bagan who fostered union of spirit / Aung Than Tun
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; Antiquity to 1752
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung Than Tun
Law and lawyer in a socialist society.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 10.12, 1963, 29-32*
11. 3, 1964, 13-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
Maha Bandula, immortal Myanmar supreme commander / Aung Than Tun
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period : 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung Than Tun
Monywa : the gateway to Chindwin.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8.2, 1961, 25-26*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
Revolution and leadership.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 11.5, 1964, 11-12*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
Revolution of law and justice.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 12.6, 1965, 38-39*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
'Salus populi est suprema lex'.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 12.7, 1965, 25-26*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
Self-reliance / Aung Than Tun
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 50.6 (Jun, 2003, 23-25
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Aung Than Tun
Should ignorance of the law be excused?
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 11.8, 1964, 23-24*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
The Burmese customary law.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8.7, 1961, 14-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
The Chin customary law : civil.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 14.4, 1967, 33-34*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
The first Burmese minister to go west.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8.5, 1961, 21-23*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
The protection of fundamental rights: Union constitution.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8.10, 1961, 12-14*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
The role of lawyer in a free society.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8.4, 1961, 31-32*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Than Tun
Thoughts on education.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 10.7, 1963, 20-23*
Ref.: SAI
Aung Than Tun

What is love [essay] / Aung Than Tun
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 50.1, 2003 Jan, 30-31
Subject(s): Burma : Psychology & Psychiatry
Ref.: BAS

Wisdom of Burma.
Ref.: SAI

Irony of fate [short story] / Than Myint Aung ; Aung Than Tun (Monywa)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.6, 2004 Jun, 35-39
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

Lack of parental guidance [short story] / Ma Oo ; Aung Than Tun (Monywa)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.6, 2004 Jun, 17-19
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

Half-hearted chuckle / Maung Nyo Pyar ; Aung Than Tun (Monywa)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.7, 2004 Jul, 43-47
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

In Burma everything's for sale / Ma Sanda ; tr. by Maureen Aung-Thwin
in: Tenggara (Kuala Lumpur) .30, 1990, 1-4
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

Lack of parental guidance [short story] / Ma Oo ; Aung Than Tun (Monywa)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.6, 2004 Jun, 17-19
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

Paralysis [short story] / Maung Nyo Pyar ; Aung Than Tun (Monywa)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.6, 2004 Jun, 20-25
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

Rose-tainted residence [short story] / Maung Nyo Pyar ; Aung Than Tun (Monywa)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.1, 2004 Jan, 64-68
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

The principle of two parallel lines [short story] / Ma Oo ; Aung Than Tun (Monywa)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.8, 2004 Aug, 14-17
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

Thoughts on post-war education.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 4.6, 1957, 17-19*
Ref.: SAI

War or peace?
in: The Guardian 5.1, 1958, 33-34*
Ref.: SAI

Honour to those honour is due / Mann Aung Thein
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 11.10, 1973 Jan 1, 22-24
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Work
Ref.: BAS

The 'Neolithic' cultur of Padahlin caves / U Aung Thaw.
in: Asian perspectives 14, 1971, 123-133
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Archaeology & Prehistory
Ref.: Ref.: Herbert 135  ;  Johnson

The rock paintings in Padah-Lin cave.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 16.4, 1969, 10-12*
Ref.: SAI

Union of Burma.
Ref.: Johnson

‘Aung Thwin
Intercourse between Burma and Siam as recorded in Hmannan Yazawindawgyi / translated by Nai Thein later called Luang Phraison Salarak.
in: Journal of the Siam Society (Bangkok, ISSN 0304-226X) 8.2, 1912,II-III 1-119* = Selected articles from the Siam Society journal. 5. Relationship with Burma 1. - Bangkok 1959. p.85-207*
Ref.: SAI

‘Aung Thwin
Intercourse between Siam and Burma as recorded in the 'Royal autograph edition' of the history of Siam.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 25, 1935, 52-108*
Ref.: SAI
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'Aye Pe <Padaung>
'Ego' [short story] / Aye Pe (Padaung)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.7 (Jul, 2004, 26-36
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction
Ref.: BAS

'Aye Pe <Padaung>
Glory [short story] / Aye Pe (Padaung)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.6 (Jun, 2004, 26-34
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction
Ref.: BAS

'Aye Pe <Padaung>
Historic Pawdawmu (Shinphyu) image / Aye Pe (Padaung)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 50.3 (Mar, 2003, 29-32
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

'Aye Pe <Padaung>
Padauk [short story] / Aye Pe (Padaung)
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.5 (May, 2004, 40-46
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction
Ref.: BAS

'Aye Pe Win
Glazed pottery.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 7.18, 1969,
16-19*
Ref.: SAI

'Aye Pyo
The oysters of the Burma seas / Ayo Po
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 11.6, 1972.Nov 1, 16-17
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Fishing Industry
Ref.: BAS

'Ayrey, F.
Outbreaks of sprue during the Burma Campaign. / F Ayrey
in: Transactions of the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene 41.3, 1947/48, 377-406
US: NLM
Ref.: MEDLINE®/PubMed®

'Azovskij, I. P.
Inostrannyj kapital v ékonomike kolonial'noj Birmy / I. P. Azovskij
in: Narody Azii i Afriki (Moskva, ISSN 0130-6995) 1962.2, p.102-113, tab. – Summary: Foreign capital in the economy of colonial Burma Subject(s): Kapitalanlage von Ausländern im Inland ; Birma
Ref.: KI-ZBW

'B, S. M.
Irrawaddy River / S. M. B.
in: Encyclopaedia Britannica. 15th ed.: Macropaedia 9, 1974, 898-899
D: HD-SAI(inf 3 G 150a)*

'Ba <U>
Burma.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 16.6, 1969,
22-25* ; 16.7, 1969, 38-42*
Ref.: SAI

'Ba <U>

Subject(s): Burma
Ref.: SAI

'Aye Soe
Literacy campaign in the Union of Burma / by U Than Oo and U Aye Soe.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 17.10, 1970, 42-47*
Ref.: SAI

'Ayling, Keith
Men of the future / by Keith Ayling
Burma.
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 509)

‘Ba <U>
Teaching of English as a foreign language.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 8.4, 1958, 38-40*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba <U>
The birth of Rangoon College in 1884.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 19.1, 1971, 28-31*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Aye
Anti-colonialist resistance of our peasants.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 5.5, 1958, 35*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Aye
Burmese Anyein.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 1.2, 1953, 28-30*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Chan
A women’s auxiliary corps.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 1.2, 1953, 28-30*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Chan
Report on Arakan.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 1.1, 1953, 33-36*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Cho
Burmese marionettes.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 1.2, 1962, 20-22*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Cho
Our national day.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 1.2, 1953, 9-10*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Cho
The Burmese marionette stage.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 1.3, 1954 15-17*
in: Asian horizon 1, 1948, 51-56
Ref.: SEASC

‘Ba Choe <Deodok U>
Myanmar culture 2: Myanmar marionettes / Deodok U Ba Choe ; U Khin Zaw
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.1, 2000 Jan, 25-30
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Folk Arts
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Han
Aspects of Burmese rural life of old.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 51, 1968, 9-16*
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 15.7, 1968, 9-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Han
Burmese cosmogony and cosmology.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 48.1, 1965, 9-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Han
Letwethondara’s poem.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 12, 1922, 34*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Han
Piquant splendours of the Burmese family life of old.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 50, 1967, 21-31*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Han
Seindakyawthu : man and poet.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 8, 1918, 107-111*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Han
Shin Uttamagyaw and his Tawla : a nature poem
in: Burma Research Society fiftieth anniversary publication (Rangoon) 2, 1960, 7-16*
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 A 57 ; 320 kul 68/1406)

‘Ba Han
Shin Uttamagyaw’s Tawla, and Letwethondara’s Radus / Ba Han ; U Thein Han ; U Wun
Jan, 3-6 36.2, 1989.Feb, 3-4 36.3, 1989.Mar,3-5 36.4,
Ba Han: an obituary.
Ref.: Johnson

Ba Hla
The Union Insurance Board.
*in: Burma* (Rangoon) 3.3, 1953, 65-66*
Ref.: SAI

Ba Hli, Freddy
A new solar cooker for the utilisation of solar energy in Burma.
*in: Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 38, 1955, 107-111*
Ref.: SAI

Ba Hli, Freddy
Comparative study of conventional chipped bamboo versus shredded bamboo produced by the UBARI Shredder for making pulp by soda process / May Aung; J.E. Fleury and Freddy Ba Hli
*in: Burma Research Society fiftieth anniversary publication* (Rangoon) 1, 1961, 143-146*
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 A 57 ; 320 kul 68/1406)

Ba Hli, Freddy
On the use of a new type of multi-vibrator for radioactivity detectors.
*in: Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 39, 1956, 71-80*
Ref.: SAI

Ba Hli, Freddy
Problems of high acid rice bran oils in Burma and their solution / by Freddy Ba Hli; Thein Nyun and Kyaw Thaung.
*in: Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 46, 1963, 35-41*
Ref.: SAI

Ba Hli, Freddy
Rice bran oil extraction process for use in Burmese rice mills / by Mint Pe, Thein Nyun ; James Cooperman and Freddy Ba Hli.
*in: Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 42.2, 1959, 9-13*
Ref.: SAI

Ba Hli, Freddy
Rice bran oil extraction process for use in Burmese rice mills / by Myint Pe, Thein Nyun, James Cooperman and Freddy Ba Hli.
*in: Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 42.2, 1959, 9-13*
Ref.: SAI

Ba Hli, Freddy
The application of radio for research purposes.
*in: Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon,


ISSN (0304-2227) 37.1, 1954, 77-81*
Ref.: SAI

'Ba Hli, Freddy
The peaceful uses of atomic energy.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 5.4, 1955 (=The 8th anniversary), 66-70*
Ref.: SAI

'Ba Htu
Buddhism and the atomic age.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 4.4, 1954, 68-70*
Ref.: SAI

'Ba Kaung <Saya U>
Preventive drug education ; adapted into English by Hlaing Min Han / Saya U Ba Kaung
Mar 1, 16-17
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Problems
Ref.: BAS

'Ba Khin
What Buddhism is : a lecture / delivered by Sithu U Ba Khin, AccountantGeneral, Burma to a religious study group at the Methodist Church Rangoon, September 30, 1951.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 2.3, 1952, 62-67*
Ref.: SAI

'Ba Khine
The World War and Burma / Ba Khine ; transl.: Chit Thein Oo
Subject(s): Ba Khaing <1906-1940> : Nationalist, Burmese
Foreign relations ; Politics and government <1824-1948>; Autonomy and independence movements ; Nationalism ; Literature, Burmese
D: HD-SAI HH-AAI(5:B10 1-8)

'Ba Khine
The World War and Burma / Fabian U Ba Khaing ; transl.: Khin Maung Saw.
Subject(s): Ba Khaing <1906-1940> : Nationalist, Burmese
Foreign relations ; Politics and government <1824-1948>; Autonomy and independence movements ; Nationalism ; Literature, Burmese
D: HD-SAI HH-AAI(5:B10 1-8)

'Ba Kyaw
Burma's war-time constitution.
in: The Guardian 7.10, 1960, 31-34*
D: HD-SAI

'Ba Kyaw
Burmese attitude in the Burma campaign.
in: The Guardian 8.4, 1961, 25-30*
D: HD-SAI

'Ba Kyaw
Chaungzon: the confluence of two streams / M.B.K.
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 32.9, 1985.Sep, 7-9
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

'Ba Kyaw
From Moksobo to Pyi Shwebo / M.B.K.
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 32.4, 1985.Apr, 4-7
Subject(s): Burma : History
Ref.: BAS

'Ba Kyaw
From Yazagyo to Kalemyo / M.B.K.
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 32.7, 1985.Jul, 4-7
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw
Hkakabo Razi: Burma’s highest mountain / M.B.K.
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 32.5, 1985.May, 4-10
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw
Kyaikto: the city of pagodas / M.B.K.
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 32.11, 1985.Nov, 4-6
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw
Nyaungdon: landing-place for boat / M.B.K.
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 32.10, 1985.Oct, 4-6
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw
Pakokku: ancient and modern / M.B.K.
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 32.1, 1985.Jan, 4-7
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw
Paungde: unified settlement of Pyus / M.B.K.
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 32.8 (Aug, 1985, 4-7
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw
Shwedaung: the golden mountain / M.B.K.
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 32.6, 1985.Jun, 4-7
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw
The sequel: Burmese attitude in the Burma campaign.
in: The Guardian 8.5, 1961, 17-19* ; 8.6, 1961, 25- D:
HD-SAI

‘Ba Kyaw
The thirty comrades.
in: The Guardian 7.1, 1960, 13*
D: HD-SAI

‘Ba Kyaw
The World War and Burma / Ba Maw ; transl.: Chit Thein Oo)
Subject(s): Ba Maw <1892-1980> : Nationalist, Burmese Politics and government <1824-1948>; Autonomy and independence movements ; Nationalism ; Literature, Burmese
D: HD-SAI HH-AAI(5:B10 1-8)

‘Ba Kyaw
War comes to Burma.
(2) We are free.
(3) Happy days are here again.
(4) A boatman on the Irrawaddy.
(5) Learning from life.
(6) Rural economy at first hand.
(7) A close shave.

‘Ba Kyaw
"The Singa-Nadi": the golden river: to the extreme north of Burma: the journey down the Irrawaddy River: chap.11, 16, 19, 28 and 37 / U Min Goung Oo ; tr. by MBK
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw < Maung >
Bassein: capital of Irrawaddy Division / MBK
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 31.4, 1984.Apr, 4-6
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw < Maung >
Henzada: erosion and embankments / MBK
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 31.11, 1984.Nov, 4-6
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw < Maung >
Insein / MBK
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 31.7, 1984.Jul, 4-6
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Local History
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw < Maung >
Maubin: then and now / MBK
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 31.9, 1984.Sep, 4-6
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Local History
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw < Maung >
Meiktila: first in many things / MBK
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 31.6, 1984.Jun, 4-6
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Local History
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw < Maung >  
Myaungmya: the first home of jute / MBK  
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 31.10, 1984.Oct, 4-6  
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel  
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw < Maung >  
Pa-an and origin of the frog drum / MBK  
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 31.5, 1984, 4-6  
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Local History  
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw < Maung >  
Rangoon: the nation's capital / MBK  
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 31.2 (Feb, 1984)Feb, 5-8  
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel  
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw < Maung >  
The Irrawaddy: river of cool refreshing waters / MBK  
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 31.1, 1984.Jan, 7-9  
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel  
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Kyaw < Maung >  
U Sa: the lord of Myawaddy / MBK  
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 31.12, 1984.Dec, 4-6  
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Local History  
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Lwin  
Obituary note, Maha Tharay Sithu Ba Lwin.  
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 51, 1968, 189  
Ref.: Johnson

‘Ba Maung  
Future hopes of Myanmar in China-Myanmar trade / Ba Maung  
Subject(s): Foreign economic relations – China  
GB: SOAS(G337 /740924)

‘Ba Maung  
Future hopes of Myanmar in China-Myanmar trade / Ba Maung  
Subject(s): Foreign economic relations – China  
GB: SOAS(G337 /740924)

‘Ba Maw  
Burma at the beginning of the Second World War.  
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 6.10, 1959, 17-18* 6.11, 1959, 17-20*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Maw Htin Aung  
Kwe Pju und seine Autos / Bamor Tin Aung.  
– Berlin : Volk und Welt, 1968. S.173-181*  
D: HD-SAI(320 kul 68/1218)

‘Ba Myaing  
The northern hills of the Ponnagyun township.  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Myint  
A tool for social and economic transformation.  
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 14.8, 1967, 9-12*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Nyein  
The dawn of a new era / U Ba Nyein  
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 10.17, 1972.Apr 15, 16-19  
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Civil Service  
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Pu  
The role of education in developing international understanding.  
in: Burma (Rangoon) 5.1, 1954, 93-97*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Saya Thein  
Extracts from Môn history.  
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 13, 1923, 136-138*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Sein
Elementary Burmese astrology.

in: *Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 24, 1934, 117-120*
Ref.: SAI

'Ba Sein
Welfare problems of Burma.

in: *Burma* (Rangoon) 3.2, 1953 (=The 5th anniversary), 1-4*
Ref.: SAI

'Ba Sein, Kenneth
Burmese proverbs and parables.

Ref.: SAI

'Ba Shain
Flourimetric methods for assay of uranium in Burmese minerals.

in: *Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 41, 1958, 48-64, illus.*
Ref.: SAI

'Ba Shan
Civil supplies and its relations to co-operatives in Burma.

in: *Burma* (Rangoon) 3.4, 1953, 15-23*
Ref.: SAI

'Ba Sheikh
A university for Mandalay: the beginning: intermediate college.

in: *Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 2.10, 1955, 13-17*
Ref.: SAI

'Ba Shin
Hydro-cycle (1932-1933).

Ref.: SAI

'Ba Shin
A Chieng Mai Mahathera visits Pagan, 1393 A.D. / by G.H. Luce and Ba Shin
Ref.: Johnson

'Ba Shin
Buddha images of Tai Yuan types found in Burma / Ba Shin

D: HD-SAI(pol 60 C 103 GF)

'Ba Shin
Coming of Islam to Burma, down to A.D. 1700.

Ref.: Johnson

'Ba Shin
History of Minbu district.

Ref.: SAI

'Ba Shin
Pagan, Wetkyi-In Kubyauk-Gyi, an early Burmese temple with ink glosses ; by Col. Ba Shin, K.J. Whitebread, G.H. Luce et al / Ba Shin
in: *Artibus Asiae* (Ascona, Switzerland) 33.3, (1971, 167-218
Subject(s): Burma : Arts
Ref.: BAS

'Ba Shin
Shyan Malai of the Burmese.

in: *Bulletin of the Burma Historical Commission* 1, 1960, 147-152*
Ref.: SAI

'Ba Shin
The coming of Islam to Burma down to 1700 AD.

Ref.: Herbert 495

'Ba Shin
Works of Mr. G. H. Luce : a selected bibliography / compiled by Ba Shinand A. B. Griswold.

D: HD-SAI(pol 60 C 103 GF)

'Ba Swe
Asian socialists look ahead : excerpts from the Chairman's report.

in: *Socialist call* 25.1-2, 1957, 29-30*
Ref.: SAI
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 E 178 Kp)

'Ba Swe
Burma builds for socialism.

in: *Socialist Asia* 2.11, 1954, 3-6*
D: HD-SAI(pol 60 C 293 SD)

'Ba Swe
Burma's growing strength / by U Ba Swe, Prime Minister
of Burma in an interview in Rangoon recently with H. C. Taussig.  
*in: Eastern world* (London, ISSN 0012-8961) 10.8, 1956, 21-22*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Swe’  
Burma’s national revival.  
*in: Socialist Asia* 2.2, 1953, 3-5*  
D: HD-SAI(pol 60 C 294 SD)

‘Ba Swe’  
*in: Burma* (Rangoon) 2.4, 1952, 1-12*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Swe’  
U Ba Swe’s May Day address.  
*in: Burma* (Rangoon) 3.4, 1953, 1-14*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Swe’  
U Ba Swe’s May Day speech.  
*in: Burma* (Rangoon) 4.4, 1954, 46-54*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Swe’  
World affairs, internal affairs, the armed services.  
*in: Burma* (Rangoon) 7.2, 1957 (=The 9th anniversary) 19-23*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Te’  
A dissertation on the spelling of the Burmese word for heart.  
*in: Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 1.2, 1911, 84-86*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Te’  
A marriage custom among the Akhas and Myinchas.  
*in: Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 16, 1926, 43-45*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Te’  
Burmese music and songs.  
*in: Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 2, 1912, 265-267*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Te’  
Lahoo folklore: the hunt for the beeswax.  
*in: Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 2, 1912, 65-71*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Tha <Buthidaung>’  
Rowengya Fine Arts.  
*in: Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8.2, 1961, 20-22*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Tha <Buthidaung>’  
Shah Shuja in Arakan: origin of Muslims in Arakan.  
*in: Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 6.9, 1959, 26-28*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Tha <Buthidaung>’  
Slave raids in Bengal or Heins in Arakan.  
*in: Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 7.10, 1960, 25-27*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Tha <Buthidaung>’  
The coming of Islam to Arakan: a brief study of Islamic civilisation in Arakan.  
*in: Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 12.3, 1965, 9-13*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Tha <Buthidaung>’  
*in: Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 11.11, 1964, 15-16*  
Ref.: SAI

‘Ba Than’  
A fountain of joy and compassion: Hninzigone Home for the Aged, Yangon / Ba Than  
Subject(s): Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Old Age  
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than’  
An up-country travelogue / Ba Than  
in: *Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 37.5, 1990, May, 17-19; 37.6, 1990, Jun, 6-9  
Subject(s): Burma: Geography; Description & Travel  
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than’  
Banana snack variété / Ba Than  
in: *Myanmar perspectives* (Yangon) 1.3, 1997, 63-65  
Subject(s): Burma: General & Miscellaneous  
Keyword(s): cooking; cuisine  
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than’  
Crisp water pan-cake and fried gourd / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.1, 1999, 70-72
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Keyword(s): food
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Dawei traditional festival of floating lights / Ba Than
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Folk Religion ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; Dawei
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Festival of lights / U Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 1, 1995, 30-31
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Foreign Exchange Certificate (FEC) / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.6, 1996, 29-32
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Finance ; Money
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Genteel greetings in Myanmar / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.3, 1996, 27-28
Subject(s): Burma : Language ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Glimpses of Myanmar's common dicta / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.2, 1998, 52-54
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Folklore
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Glutinous rice snacks ; coconut milk noodles or Myanmar laksa / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.9, 1996, 45-50
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Keyword(s): cooking; foods
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
'Htamane’ glutinous rice potpourri / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.3, 1996, 51-53
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Keyword(s): cooking; foods; cuisine
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Lephet, a unique Myanmar delicacy / U Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 1, 1995, 34-35
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Keyword(s): foods
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Little things / Ba Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 35.3 (Mar, 1988, 9
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Myanmar becomes an ASEAN member / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.1, 1998, 18-22
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Regional Associations
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Myanmar bee pancake & Myanmar doughnut / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.5, 1997, 68-70
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Keyword(s): foods
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Myanmar durian fudge / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.6, 1997, 37-39
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Keyword(s): cooking; foods
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Myanmar's famous Mohingar / U Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 1, 1995, 38-39
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Odyssey / Ba Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 35.1 (Jan, 1988, 8
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Pagoda festival snacks / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.4, 1997, 84-85
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Keyword(s): cooking; foods
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Pakokku U Ohn Pe literary and education awards / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.6, 1997, 59-64
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Burma : Biography ; U Ohn Pe
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Rice dish varieties / Ba Than

Ref.: BAS
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in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.6, 1996, 70-71
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Keyword(s): cooking; foods
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
The chronicle of Buddha’s image of Mong None Village / Ba Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 40.11 (Nov, 1993, 9-13)
Subject(s): Burma: Philosophy & Religion; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
The incredible legend of Indawgyi / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.5, 1997, 63-67
Subject(s): Burma: Geography- Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
The many delights of ‘Myanmar mango’ / U Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.4, 1998, 79-81
Subject(s): Burma: General & Miscellaneous
Keyword(s): foods
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than
Thingyan traditional treats / Ba Than
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.6, 1996, 72-74
Subject(s): Burma: General & Miscellaneous
Keyword(s): cooking; foods
Ref.: BAS

‘Ba Than <Dahammika>
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L’histoire des neuf kharuwin: un recueil de textes administratifs Birman du 18eme siecle / Benedicte Brac de la Perriere
Subject(s): Burma: History; Local History
Ref.: BAS

Brac de La Perrière, Bénédicte <b. 1958>
La Bufflesse de Pegou: un exemple d'incorporation de rituel dans le culte de possession birman / Benedicte Brac de la Perriere
Subject(s): Burma: Philosophy & Religion; Folk Religion
Ref.: BAS

Brac de la Perrière, Bénédicte <b. 1958>
La fête de Taunbyon: le grand rituel du culte des naq de Birmanie (Myanmar) / Bénédicte Brac de la Perrière
Subject(s): Burma: Economics; Urban Development
Ref.: BAS

Brac de la Perrière, Bénédicte <b. 1958>
An overview of the field of religion in Burmese studies / Bénédict Brac de la Perrière
Subject(s): Bouddhisme - Birmanie - Histoire; Religion et politique – Birmanie— Histoire; Birmanie: Histoire religieuse; Histoire ’; Religion

Brac de la Perrière, Bénédicte <b. 1958>
Chamanisme et bouddhisme en Asie / Bénédicte Brac de la Perrière
F: Paris-BLO(GEN.III.72796 ; 92327)

Brac de la Perrière, Bénédicte <b. 1958>
De l'élaboration de l'identité birmane comme hégémonie à travers le culte birman des Trente-sept Seigneurs / Béné-
Brac de la Perrière, Bénédicte <b. 1958>

Les naq sont là représentation et expérience dans la possession d’Esprit birmane / Bénédicte Brac de la Perrière

Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Folk Religion ; Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

Brac de la Perrière, Bénédicte <b. 1958>
The Taungbyon festival: locality and nation-confronting in the cult of the “37 Lords” / Bénédicte Brac de la Perrière

Subject(s): Spirituality ; Pilgrimage ; Economics
Ref.: BAS

Bradbury, Kathleen

Kalaga: Burmese applique hangings / Kathleen Bradbury

Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Textile Arts
Ref.: BAS

Bradford, Wylie

Burm a’s economy 2009: disaster, recovery and reform? / Sean Turnell ; Wylie Bradford ; Alison Vicary

Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Economic Conditions ; Burma : Economics ; Economic Planning
Ref.: BAS

Bradley, David

Counting the family: family group classifiers in Yi (Tibeto-Burman) languages [Akha, Hani, Nasu, Nosu, Lalo, Lisu, Lahu] / David Bradley

in: Anthropological Linguistics (Bloomington, IN) 43.1 (Spr. 2001, 1-17)

Subject(s): Southeast Asia ; Language ; Linguistics ; China ; Language ; Linguistics ; Southeast Asia ; Anthro-
polity & Sociology ; Social Structure ; China ; Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Structure
Ref.: BAS

‘Bradley, David
Democracy in Burma / David Bradley
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Bradley, David
Grammaticalisation of extent in Mran-Ni / David Bradley
in: Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area (Berkeley, CA) 18.1 (Spr, 1995, 1-28)
Subject(s): Burma : Language ; Linguistics
Ref.: BAS

‘Bradley, David
More 'things' in Burmese-Lolo / David Bradley
in: Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area (Berkeley, CA) 17.2 (Fall, 1994, 133-135)
Subject(s): Burma : Language ; Linguistics
Ref.: BAS

‘Bradley, David
Onomastic, orthographic, dialectal and dialectical borders: the Lisu and the Lahu

‘Bradley, David
Phonological convergence between languages in contact: Mon-Khmer structural borrowing in Burmese / David Bradley
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Ref.: BAS

‘Bradley, David
Pronouns in Burmese-Lolo / David Bradley
in: Papers in South East Asian Linguistics (Canberra) .13, 1995, 139-172
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Ref.: BAS

‘Bradley, David
Reflexives in Burmese / David Bradley
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‘Bradley, David
Register in Burmese
in: Tonation / ed. by David Bradley. – Canberra: Dept. of Linguistics, Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian National Univ., 1982. – (Papers in Southeast Asian linguistics, ISSN 0078-9178 ; 8) (Pacific linguistics : Series A, ISSN 0078-7531 ; 62)
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AU: NLA(N 405 LIN)
GB: CUL(843:01.b.1.62) SOAS(L GM414 /471509)
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‘Bradley, David
Uncles and aunts: Burmese kinship and gender / by David Bradley.
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‘Brailly, Nigel J.
A re-investigation of the Gwe of eighteenth century Burma.
in: Journal of Southeast Asian studies (Cambridge, ISSN 0022-4634) 1.2, 1970, 33-47
Subject(s): Geschichte ; Birma
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Brailly, Nigel J.
A re-investigation of the Gwe of eighteenth century Burma.
in: Journal of Southeast Asian studies (Cambridge, 0022-4634) 1.2, 1970, 33-47*
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‘Brailly, Nigel J.
Thailand-Burma 'Death Railway' in Thai history / Nigel J. Brailly
ISBN 3789069477 ; 9783789069475
Subject(s): Great Britain : Foreign Relations – Burma
Foreign Relations – Great Britain
D: B-SBB(1 A 416329 Potsdamer Str.)

‘Brandau, Lukas
Auf der Jagd nach dem Glück - illegales Glücksspiel in Burma
in: Südostasien : Zeitschrift für Politik, Kultur, Dialog 2008
Ref. IBZ

‘Brandis, Dietrich
Notes on the Burmese Varnish and other forest produce in Pegu.
in: The Indian forester 1, 1876, 362-367
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'Brandis, Dietrich
On some bamboos in Martaban south of Toungoo between the Saiwin and Sitang rivers.
in: The Indian forester 1900, 179-186, 236-245, 288-295
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'Brandis, Dietrich
The Burma teak forests
in: Garden and forest (New York) 9, 1896
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History of the sea-borne trade in teak.
in: The Indian forester 18, 1892, 1-10
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Three years with the Chin levies / H E W Braund.
in: Journal of the United Service Institution of India ; Oct. 1946 and Jan. 1947
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'Brauns, Claus Dieter
Burma's legendary lacquerware / Claus-Dieter Brauns
in: Orientations (Hong Kong) 11.2 (Feb, 1980, 55-57
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Ref.: BAS

'Braun, Heinz
Verzeichnis buddhistischer Mönchsgelehrter in Myanmar
D: HD-SAI(ind S 84)   TÜ-UB(47 A 3909)

'Braun, John J.
The state's role in education in burma : an overview / John J. Brandon.
Subject(s): Education
D: B-SBB(1 A 359760 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: SOAS(GB950/752.237)*
US: CU(Kroch & Uris) & YU(SSL) : JQ751.A91 B87x 1998

'Brauns, Claus Dieter
Birma geht eigene Wege / Claus Dieter Brauns
in: Indo-Asia (Stuttgart) 24.4, 1982, 22-29*
Ref.: SAI
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Birma geht eigene Wege / Claus Dieter Brauns
in: Indo-Asia (Stuttgart) 24.4, 1982, 22-29*
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'Brauns, Claus Dieter
Birma's legendary lacquerware / Claus-Dieter Brauns
in: Orientations (Hong Kong) 11.2 (Feb, 1980, 55-57
Subject(s): Burma : Arts
Ref.: BAS

'Bray, John
Burma: prospects for regional integration / John Bray
Subject(s): Economic integration, Economic conditions
Regional disparities.

D: B-SBB(1 A 257806 Potsdamer Str.)

‘Bray, John
Ethnic minorities and the future of Burma / John Bray
_in: The world today_ (London) 48.8-9, 1992. Aug-Sep, 144-147
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups
Ref.: BAS

‘Brees, Inge
Burma’s displaced people: forced displacement of Burmese people and the international community’s responsibility to protect / Inge Brees ; Kavita Shukla
_in: Chinese Cross Currents_ (Macau) 6.1, 2009 Jan, 20-32
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Problems ; Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Overseas Communities
Ref.: BAS

‘Brees, Inge
Burmese refugee transnationalism: what is the effect? / Inge Brees
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Overseas Communities
Ref.: BAS

‘Brees, Inge
UN Security Council in action for Burma? / Inge Brees
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations ; United Nations
Ref.: BAS

‘Brekke, Torkel
Historical perspectives on the development of religious nationalism under U Nu and its implications for freedom of religion in modern Burma / Torkel Brekke
_in: Nordisk tidsskrift for menneskerettigheter_ 22.1, 2004, 41-52
Subject(s): Birmanie; Bouddhisme; Liberté de pensée, de conscience et de religion; Minorités religieuses
NL: Den Haag-Vredespaleis(P 5710)

‘Breis, Dean <b. 1923>
Guerrilla operations in Northern Burma / William R Peers and Dean Breis.
in: _Military review_ ; 28, 1948, 11-13 12-20
Ref.: BAS

‘Brendon, Piers
That is the End of the British Empire': Singapore and Burma
Subject(s): Great Britain : Imperialism ; Decolonization

‘Brendon, Piers
That is the End of the British Empire': Singapore and Burma

‘Brett-James, Anthony
Arakan: the tables turned.
in: _History of the second world war_ / ed. by Barrie Pitt. vol. 4.15. – London : Purnell, 1968. p.1752-60, illus., map*
GB: BL(P.633/5)*

‘Brett-James, Anthony
Brits success aan het Arakanfront.
in: _Standaard geschiedenis van de tweede wereldoorlog_ / onder red. van Basil Liddell Hart ... Deel 4. – Antwerpen : Standaard Uitg., 1969. p.409-418, illus., map.*
GB: BL(X 802/1616)

‘Brett-James, Anthony
Race to Rangoon.
GB: BL(P.633/5)*

‘Brett-James, Anthony
Return to Mandalay.
GB : BL(P.633/5)*

'Brett-James, Anthony
Terugkeer naar Mandalay.
GB: BL(X 802/1616)

'Brett-James, Anthony <b. 1920>
Arakan : the tables turned.
Subject(s): Burma : Campaign – Arakan
Arakan : World War <1939-1945>
GB: BL(P.633/5)*

'Brett-James, Anthony <b. 1920>
Brits success aan het Arakanfront.
GB: BL(X 802/1616)*

'Brett-James, Anthony <b. 1920>
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; Antiquity to 1752
Ref.: BAS

'Brewster, Paul G.
The Egyptian game Khazza Lawizza and its Burmese counterpart.
in: *Zeitschrift für Ethnologie* 85, 1960, 211-213*
D: HD-SAI(pol 60 C 209 SD)
F: BMH(GN 458 zb)

'brief analysis on the judiciary of Burma
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Courts & Judiciary
Ref.: BAS

'brief biographies and comments of exiled parliamentary members on the SPDC sham National Convention presented at a press conference held at the NCUB headquarters
in: *Legal journal on Burma* (Bangkok) .27, 2007.Aug, 14-17
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Constitution
Ref.: BAS

'brief survey of development of laws in Burma
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Law ; History
Ref.: BAS

'brief, A., analysis on SPDC's constitutional principles
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Constitution ; Politics & Government ; Legislature ; Courts & Judiciary ; Human Rights
Ref.: BAS

'brief, A., analysis on the judiciary of Burma
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Courts & Judiciary
Ref.: BAS
'brief, A. analysis on the legitimacy of SPDC's National Convention and its constitution / Burma Lawyers' Council
in: Legal issues on Burma journal (Bangkok) .22, 2005.Dec, 1-12
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Constitution ; Armed Forces ; History <1962-> Ref.: BAS

'brief, The, history of the emergence of Burmese constitutions
in: Legal issues on Burma journal (Bangkok) .21, 2005.Aug, 7-8
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Constitution Ref.: BAS

'Brightening up the old capitals : a step in the preservation of cultural achievements of the past.
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 2.3, 1963, 6-11*

'Brinckmann, Jörn
Non-ferrous metals, tin, tungsten / by J. Brinckmann
Subject(s): Tin ; Tungsten ; Geology Ref.: HD-SAI(320 geo 83/6858)

'Brinckmann, Jörn
On the geology of the Bawdwin lead-zinc mine, northern Shan state, Burma / Jörn Brinckmann & Carsten Hinze
in: Geologisches Jahrbuch (Hannover, ISSN 0341-6429) Reihe D, Heft. 43, 1981
Subject(s): Mineralogy ; Petrology ; Geology ; Ore deposits D: HD-IGeo(Zs geo III 4344)

'Brinckmann, Jörn
Precambrian and Paleozoic / by J. Brinckmann
Subject(s): Geology - Precambrian ; Geology - Paleozoic D: HD-SAI(320 geo 83/6858)

'Brinckmann, Jörn
Precious stones and semi-precious stones / by J. Brinckmann
Subject(s): Geology ; Precious stones ; Precious stones D: HD-SAI(320 geo 83/6858)

'Brinckmann, Jörn
Pre-Mesozoic igneous rocks / by J. Brinckmann
Subject(s): Pre-Mesozoic igneous rocks ; Geology - Pre-Mesozoic igneous rocks D: HD-SAI(320 geo 83/6858)
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'Brinckmann, Jörn
Non-ferrous metals, tin, tungsten / by J. Brinckmann
Subject(s): Tin ; Tungsten ; Geology Ref.: HD-SAI(320 geo 83/6858)

'Brinckmann, Jörn
Sino-Burman Ranges / by J. Brinckmann
Subject(s): Sino-Burman Ranges ; Sino-Burman Ranges : Geology Ref.: HD-SAI(320 geo 83/6858)

'Bringaub, P.
Sitten und religiöse Überlieferungen der Karenen in Birma. Teil I
in: Die katholischen Missionen 11, Nov. 1888, 228-232, Illus. Ref.: Bookseller

'Bristow, Shane
The new ASEAN Inter-governmental Commission on Human Rights: a toothless tiger, or an important step forward for the region? / Shane Bristow
Subject(s): Southeast Asia ; Politics & Government ; Human Rights Ref.: BAS

'British, The, envoy

'British, The, plan for Burma.
in: Amerasia 9.12, 1945, 188-189* Ref.: SAI D: HD-SAI(pol 60 C 295 SD)
Britz, Ralf
in: Zootaxa (ISSN 1175-5326) 388, 2003, 1-8
Abstract: A new species of the erethistid catfish genus Pseudolaguvia from Myanmar is described. Pseudolaguviatenebricosa, new species, from Pathe Chaung, Lower Myanmar, differs from the only congener P. tuberculata (Prashad & Mukerji, 1929) in having an adipose fin not reaching dorsal fin, and an narrower head with a shorter snout.
Key words: siluriforms, Erethistidae, Pseudolaguvia, new species, Laguvia, Sisoridae, adhesiveapparatus
Subject(s): Catfishes - Classification ; Catfishes - Identification.
Ref.: OCLC 55632520

Brohm, Warren Y.
Census of Eastern Hoolock Gibbons (Hoolock leucogenys) in Mahamyaing Wildlife Sanctuary, Sagaing Division, Myanmar / Warren Y. Brohm, Hla Naing, Chiit Saw, Aung Moe, Zaw Linn, Thu Kyaw Moe, and Zaw Win
D: HD-UB(2009 H 603)

Brohm, John Frank <b. 1923>
Buddhism and animism in a Burmese village.
in: Journal of Asian studies (Cambridge, ISSN 0021-9118) 22, 1962/63, 155-167*
Ref.: SAI
Subject(s): Buddhism ; Religion
SG : ISEAS(DOC 4049)
Herbert 471

Broman, Barry
Myanmar Naga adorned [clothing, beads, etc.] / Barry Broman
in: Arts of Asia (Hong Kong) 32.5, 2005, 120
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Textile Arts ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; Naga
Ref.: BAS

Broman, Barry
Relics of the Raj: colonial architecture in Myanmar / Barry Broman
in: Arts of Asia (Hong Kong) 27.6, 1997,Nov-Dec, 88-97
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Architecture
Ref.: BAS

Broman, Barry
The jade mines of Myanmar / Barry Broman
in: Arts of Asia (Hong Kong) 35.4, 2005,July-Aug, 49-55
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Mining
Ref.: BAS

Broman, Barry
The story of a museum: the National Museum of Myanmar / Barry Broman
in: Arts of Asia (Hong Kong) 33.6, 2003, Nov-Dec, 107-112
Subject(s): Burma : Arts
Ref.: BAS

Broman, Barry
Traditional Myanmar pottery / Ma Thanegi ; Barry Broman
in: Arts of Asia (Hong Kong) 27.1, 1997,Jan-Feb, 66-70
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Ceramics
Ref.: BAS

Bromley, Lars
Eye in the sky: monitoring human rights abuses using geospatial technology / Lars Bromley
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Human Rights ; Korea ; Politics & Government ; Human Rights ; Taiwan ; Science & Technology ; Korea ; Science & Technology
Ref.: BAS

bronze, The. figures in the Arakan Pagoda, Mandalay
in: Journal of the Siam Society (Bangkok) 13.1, 1919, VII-IX
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Sculpture ; Burma : History ; By Period ; Antiquity to 1752 ; Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

Brooke, Micool
General Bo Mya, president of the Karen National Union of Myanmar [interview] / Micool Brooke
in: Asian defence journal (Kuala Lumpur) 1998,Mar, 50-51
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Military Conflict
Ref.: BAS

Brooke, Micool
Myanmar’s armed forces and their ongoing campaigns / Micool Brooke
in: Asian defence journal (Kuala Lumpur) 1999,Mar, 10-13
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces
Ref.: BAS

Brooke, Micool
Myanmar’s chairman of SPDC and Prime Minister, Senior General Than Shwe [interview] / Micool Brooke
in: Asian defence journal (Kuala Lumpur) 1999,Mah,
14-15
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces
Ref.: BAS

‘Brooke’, Micool
Myanmar’s security challenges for the 21st century / Micool Brooke
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Defenses ; Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces
Ref.: BAS

‘Brooke’, Micool
Senior General Than Shwe, chairman of the State Peace and Development Council, Myanmar / Micool Brooke
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Burma : Economics ; Economic Policy
Ref.: BAS

‘Brooke’, Micool
Thailand's Foreign Minister, His Excellency Dr. Surin Pitsuwan [interview] / Micool Brooke
Subject(s): Asia Only ; Politics & Government ; Defenses ; Asia Only ; Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Thailand ; Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Burma : Brunei ; Politics & Government ; Military Conflict
Ref.: BAS

‘Brooke’, Micool
The armed forces of Myanmar / Micool Brooke
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces
Ref.: BAS

‘Brooke’, Micool
Winds of reconciliation sweeping Myanmar / Micool Brooke
in: Asian defence journal (Kuala Lumpur) 2003.March, 4-7
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces
Ref.: BAS

‘Brookes’, Stephen
Myanmar launches drug eradication program / Stephen Brookes
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Problems ; Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Brooke-Wavell’, Derek
External impacts on Burmese thinking / Derek Brooke-Wavell
in: Burma debate (New York) 7.3 (Fall, 2000, 42-46
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Burma : Politics & Government ; Human Rights
Ref.: BAS

‘Brooten’, Lisa
Human rights discourse and the development of democracy in a multi-ethnic state / Lisa Brooten
in: Asian Journal of Communication (Singapore) 14.2 (Sep, 2004, 174-191
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Human Rights ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups
Ref.: BAS

‘Brooten’, Lisa
Media as our mirror : indigenous media of Burma (Myanmar)
Subject(s): Intercultural communication ; Indigenous peoples and mass media ; Ethnic mass media ; Minorities in mass media ; Communication and culture
D: B-SBB(1 A 718436 Potsdamer Str.) HH-SUB(A 2009/1149)
HK:HKU(X 302.23 G562 W74)
US: HU(WID-LC) & YU(SML X) : GN345.6 .G56X
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‘Brooten’, Lisa
Political violence and journalism in a multiethnic state : a case study of Burma (Myanmar)
in: Journal of communication inquiry 2006
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‘Brooten’, Lisa
in: NWSA Journal: A Publication of the National Women's Studies Association (Bloomington, IN) 17.3 (Fall, 2005, 134-156
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Burma : Biography ; Aung San Suu Kyi
Ref.: BAS

‘Brown’, Barbara A.
Comparative osteology of the asian catfish family chaciidae : with the description of a new species from Burma
in: American museum novitates 1988
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‘Brown, Charles Barrington
The rubies of Burma and associated minerals: their mode of occurrence, origin and metamorphoses; a contribution to the history of corundum / by C. Barrington Brown and J. W. Judd
US: HU(Museum Comp Zoology: Pz-G Geology and Palæontology.175)
Subject(s): Rubies; Mineralogy
US: HU(Cabot Science QE394.R8 B7)

‘Brown, D. E.
Social classification and history: India and Burma / D. E. Brown
in: *Papers in Anthropology* (Oklahoma) 18.2, 1977, Fall, 201-215
Subject(s): Burma; History
Ref.: BAS

‘Brown, David <b. 1938>
Far East Chronology 1945 / David Brown
ISBN 1874447284
Subject(s):
Great Britain. Royal Navy. British Pacific Fleet
World War <1939-1945> – Naval operations, British.
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 T/3)

‘Brown, David <b. 1938>
Invasion of Rangoon / David Brown
ISBN 1874447284
Subject(s):
Great Britain. Royal Navy. British Pacific Fleet
World War <1939-1945> – Naval operations, British.
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 T/3)
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The Royal Indian Navy / David Brown –
ISBN 1874447284
Subject(s): Great Britain, Royal Navy, British Pacific Fleet
World War <1939-1945> – Naval operations, British.
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma
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‘Brown, Frances
Tourism and development in the Global South: the issues / Frances Brown; Derek Hall
Subject(s): Burma; Economics; Industry; Tourism; Economic Conditions; Anthropology & Sociology; Women; Anthropology & Sociology; Youth & Children
Ref.: BAS

‘Brown, George Eustace Riou Grant
Human sacrifices near the Upper Chindwin.
in: *Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 1.1, 1911, 35-40*
Ref.: SAI

‘Brown, George Eustace Riou Grant
The Kadus of Burma.
Ref.: SAI

‘Brown, George Eustace Riou Grant
The kings of Burma.
in: *Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 2, 1912, 1-7*
Ref.: SAI

‘Brown, George Eustace Riou Grant
The pre-Buddhist religion of the Burmese.
in: *Folklore* 32, 1921, 77-100
GB: IOL(P/T 2362)

‘Brown, George Eustace Riou Grant
The representation of Burmese sounds.
in: *Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 21, 1931, 26-30*
Ref.: SAI

‘Brown, George Eustace Riou Grant
The Tamans of the Upper Chindwin, Burma.
in: *Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute* 41, 1911, 305-317, illus.*
HD-SAI(reg S 41 Kp)

‘Brown, George Eustace Riou Grant
The Taungbyôn festival, Burma.
in: *Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute* 45, 1915, 355-363*
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Thieves’ night at Mandalay.
in: *Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon,
Brown, John Coggin <1884-1962>
Economic geology of Tavoy / by J. Coggin Brown
in: Lectures delivered at Tavoy under auspices of the Mining Advisory Board. [First series.] – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma, 1918. no.VI
Subject: Tavoy (District) : Mineral industries ; Economics ; Geology
Mineral industries - Tavoy (District) ; Economics - Tavoy (District) ; Geology - Tavoy (District)
US: DI-GS ICJ CU
Ref.: OCLC 30025694

Brown, John Coggin <1884-1962>
Lisu (Yawyin) tribes of the Burma-China frontier / Archibald Rose and J. Coggin Brown.
in: Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 3, 1910, 249-276, illus., map*
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 S 44 Kp)

Brown, John Coggin <1884-1962>
The geology of the country between Kalaq and Taunggyi, Southern Shan states / by J. Coggin Brown and V.P. Sondhi.
Ref.: SAI

Brown, John Coggin <1884-1962>
Geological reconnaissance in the Southern Shan states / by J. Coggin Brown and V. P. Sondhi.
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Relics of the stone age in Burma.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 21, 1931, 33-41*
Ref.: SAI

Brown, Kerry
Burma: on the brink of implosion
in: The world today / the Royal Institute of International Affairs 2007
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Comparative vocabulary of the Sgau and Pwo Karen dialects.
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Brown, Robert L.
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Ref.: BAS
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Echinoidae and asteroidea from the Mergui Archipelago and Moskos Islands, Lower Burma / by R. N. Rudmose Brown.
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'browne, The, lotus (Arakanese) (trans. KTH [Khin Thant Han])
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D: B-SBB(1 B 70977)  HD-SAI(320 kun 99/3542 GF)
US: NYPL(Humanities-Genrl Res 3-MAF+ 01-7767)

‘Gutman, Pamela
An inscribed Arakanese Buddha image of the fifteenth century / Pamela Gutman
Subject(s): Arts -- Sculpture ; Philosophy & Religion -- Buddhism
US: CU(Kroch DS527.4.M93 1999+)
UCB(Main DS527.4.M92 1999)

‘Guy, John
The art of the Pyu and Mon / John Guy
in: The art of Burma : new studies / ed. by Donald M. Stadtner. – Mumbai: Marg Publ., on behalf of the National Centre for the Performing Arts, c1999. – (Marg ; 50.4) – ISBN 81-8502644-0
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; Antiquity to 1752
Ref.: BAS

‘Guy, John
A warrior-ruler stele from 'Sri Ksetra, Pyu, Burma / John Guy
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; Antiquity to 1752
Ref.: BAS

‘Guy, John
The art of the Pyu and Mon / John Guy
in: The art of Burma : new studies / ed. by Donald M. Stadtner. – Mumbai: Marg Publ., on behalf of the National Centre for the Performing Arts, c1999. – (Marg ; 50.4) – ISBN 81-8502644-0
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; Antiquity to 1752
Ref.: BAS

‘Guy, John
Offering up a rare jewel: Buddhist merit-making and votive tablets in early Burma / John Guy
ISBN 0714124060 ; 1588860248
D: B-SBB(1 B 85659 Potsdamer Str.)
HK: HUK(709.291 B9)
US: NNC(Fine Arts N7306 B92 B92)

‘Guy, John
Violent repression in Burma: human rights and the global response / Rudy Guyon
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Human Rights
Ref.: BAS

‘Guy, Dorothy
Myanmar and Indonesia : inspirations for Japanese novels and memoirs since World War II / Dorothy Guyot
Subject(s): Literature -- History and criticism
SG: ISEAS(PL490 C47)

‘Guyot, Rudy
Violent repression in Burma: human rights and the global response / Rudy Guyon
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Human Rights
Ref.: BAS

‘Guyot, Dorothy
Myanmar and Indonesia : inspirations for Japanese novels and memoirs since World War II / Dorothy Guyot
Subject(s): Literature -- History and criticism
SG: ISEAS(PL490 C47)

‘Guyot, Dorothy
Communal conflict in the Burma Delta / Dorothy Hess Guyot.
in: Southeast Asian transitions : approaches through so-
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Articles

Guyot, Dorothy Hess
The uses of Buddhism in wartime Burma.
in: Asian studies (Quezon City, ISSN 0004-4679) 7, 1969, 50-80*
Ref.: SAI

Guyot, Dorothy Hess <b. 1937>
Subject(s): World War, 1939-1945
D: HDSAI(pol 53 C 232)
US: CU(Kroch D767 .S58) HU(Widener HB 1349.50) LoC(D767.S56)

Guyot, James F
Myanmar in 1990: the unconsummated election / James F. Guyot
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687) 31.2 (Feb, 1991, 205-211)
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government; Elections
Ref.: BAS

Guyot, James F
Myanmar: several endings, no clear beginnings / James F. Guyot
in: South East Asia research (Singapore) 1996, 259-281
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

Guyot, James F
Ref.: OCLC

Guyot, James F
Myanmar in 1997: from empire to ASEAN in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687) 1998
Ref. IBZ

Guyot, James F
Myanmar in 1989: Tatmadaw V / James F. Guyot; John Badgley
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687) 30.2 (Feb, 1990, 187-195)
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

Guyot, James F
Myanmar in 1990: the unconsummated election
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687) 1991
Ref. IBZ

Guyot, James Famend
Bureaucratic transformation in Burma.
Ref.: SAI(200 adm 67/37)

Guyot, James Famend
Myanmar: several endings, no clear beginnings/ James F. Guyot.
in: Southeast Asian affairs 1996, p. [259]-281
D: HD-SAI(inf Zs 722)

Guyot, James Famend
Political involution in Burma.
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1948->
SG: ISEAS(DOC 585)

'Guyot, James Famend
The "clerk mentality" in Burmese education.
D: HD-SAI(300 pol 70/1953)*

'Guyot, James Famend
Political succession and political development in Burma and Malaysia / James F. Guyot
Subject(s): Political development ; Politics and government <1945->
UW

'Gyi Ko
Health services in the first decade / Gyi Ko
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 10.14 (Mar 1., 1972, 16-19
Subject(s): Burma : Science & Technology ; Public Health
Ref.: BAS

'Gyi Zaw
Goschiso-Sama.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 6.11, 1959, 45-47*
Ref.: SAI

'Gyi Zaw
Nampo Kyokai.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 6.7, 1959, 25-27*
Ref.: SAI

'Gyi Zaw
The night and the difference.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 6.5, 1959, 28-30*
Ref.: SAI

'Gyo Zaw
The man with make-up / Gyo Zaw
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 43.12 (1995,Dec, 28-32
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

'H., H.
‘Haas, Mary R.
The use of numeral classifiers in Burmese.
Ref.: SAI

‘Habas, Bracha
U Nu.
in: *Jewish frontier* 22.7, 1955, 11-13*
Ref.: SAI

‘Habibullah, Muzafar Shah
Financial liberalisation and liquidity constraints in Myanmar and Nepal: some empirical evidence / Muzafar Shah Habibullah ; Peter Smith in: *Savings and development* (Bergamo, ISSN 0393-4551) 25.2, 2001, 193-208 Subject(s): Kapitalmarktliberalisierung ; Verschuldungsrestriktion ; Gesamtwirtschaftlicher Konsum ; Schätzung ; Myanmar ; Nepal Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Habibullah, Muzafar Shah
Testing liquidity constraints in 10 Asian developing countries: an error-correction model [Burma, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, Philippines, Singapore, Korea, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand] / Muzafar Shah Habibullah ; Peter Smith ; W.N.W. Azman-Saini in: *Applied economics* (London) 38.21 (Dec, 2006, 2535-2543) Subject(s): Asia Only ; Economics Ref.: BAS

‘Habibullah, Muzafar Shah
Unit root behaviour in velocity: some evidence from seven Asian developing countries / Muzafar Shah Habibullah Gesamtitel: Special number in monetary economics in: *The Indian economic journal* (New Delhi, ISSN 0019-4662) 45.1, 1997/98, 54-66 Subject(s): Geldumlaufgeschwindigkeit ; Geldmenge ; Index ; Schätzung ; Theorie ; Indonesien ; Malaysia ; Myanmar ; Nepal ; Philippinen ; Sri Lanka ; Thailand ; 1981-1994 Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Hadar, Leon T.
US: UCSD(SSH JX1 J6 v.54, no.2 Stacks)

‘Hadar, Leon T.
U.S. sanctions against Burma: a failure on all fronts / by Leon T. Hadar. – Washington : Cato Institute, March 26, 1998. 14 l. – (Trade policy analysis ; 1)
URL: http://www.freetrade.org/pubs/pas/tpa-001.html
NL: Den Haag-Vredenspaleis(Broch.2000:262)

‘Hadar, Leon T.

‘Haftinger, Martin

‘Hagen, Everett Einar <b. 1906>

‘Hagesteijn, Renee R.

‘Haifh, Michael E.

‘Hali Henti

‘Halasz, Louis

‘Halasz, Louis
‘Halikowski-Smith, Stefan
‘Insolence and pride': problems with the representation of the South-East Asian Portuguese communities in Alexander Hamilton's 'A New Account of the East Indies' (1727) / Stefan Halikowski-Smith
Subject(s): Southeast Asia ; History ; By Period ; 1600-1945 ; Southeast Asia ; History ; Historiography ; Southeast Asia ; Anthropology & Sociology ; Immigrant Communities ; Portugal
Ref.: BAS

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
A journey to Dalet in 1827.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 28, 1938, 223-231*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
Anglo-Burmese conflicts in the 19th century:a reassessment of their causes.
in: Asia (New York) 6, 1966, 35-52*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
Bibliography of Anglo-Burmese relations.
in: Bulletin of the International Committee of Historical Sciences 11, 1939, 545-554*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
British writers of Burmese history from Dalrymple to Bayfield.
in: Historians of South East Asia / ed. by D. G. E. Hall. – London : Oxford Univ. Pr., 1961. p.255-266. – (Historical writing people of Asia)*
D: HD-SAI(300 his 67/1698)

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
Burma: the state of historical research.
in: Bulletin of the International Committee of Historical Sciences 11, 1939, 542-545*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
Burmese history and antiquities.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 4.3, 1937, 9*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
Burney's comments on the court of Ava, 1832.
Ref.: SAI Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 10.11, 1963, 41-45*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
Early days in the police in Arakan 1825-1828.
Ref.: SAI

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
Early days of European trade with Burma / by D.G.E. Hall.
Subjects: Burma : Commerce - History.
AU: NLA(Luce 102)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2127)

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
English relations with Burma, 1587-1686.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 17, 1927, 1-79*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
Henry Burney, diplomat and orientalist.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 41, 1958, 100-110*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
International conflicts in South-East Asia: an historical survey.
in: The journal of the Oriental Society of Australia (Sydney) 3.2, 1965, p.27-38
Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern - History.
GB:SOAS(G959 /428748)

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
New light upon british relations with King Mindon.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 18, 1928, 1-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
Phayre's private journal of his mission to Ava in 1855 / transcribed with notes and introductory note by D. G. E. Hall.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 22, 1932, 68-89*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
Studies in Dutch relations with Arakan.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 26, 1936, 1-31*
in: Burma Research Society fiftieth anniversary publi-
The beginnings of Christian missionary education in Burma, 1600-1824.

The daghregister of Batavia and Dutch trade with Burma in the seventeenth century / by D. G. E. Hall.

The tragedy of Negrais.

Tourism and development in the Global South: the issues / Frances Brown ; Derek Hall

The politics of prisoner of war recovery: SOE and the Burma-Thailand Railway during World War II.

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Articles
in: *Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 19, 1929, 69-71*
Ref.: SAI

‘Halliday, Robert
The Kalok dance of the Tailaings.
in: *Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 4, 1914, 93-101*
Ref.: SAI

‘Halliday, Robert
The Monns in Siam.
in: *Journal of the Burma Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 12, 1922, 69-79*
Ref.: SAI

‘Halsted, Edward Pellew
Information on the facilities afforded by the port of Moulmein for shipbuilding.
GB: BL(I.S.Be.309)*

‘Ham, Peter van
Kohima im Krieg
D: HD-SAI(222 rei 2006/1713)

‘Ham, Peter van
Zum Whisk nach Burma
D: HD-SAI(222 rei 2006/1713)

‘Hamada, Toshikazu
Carrot and stick: AFTA for late comers [ASEAN Free Trade Agreement] / Toshikazu Hamada
Subject(s): Southeast Asia ; Economics ; International Economics ; Trade ; Southeast Asia ; Economics ; International Economics ; Foreign Investment ; Southeast Asia ; Economics ; Regional Associations
Ref.: BAS

‘Hamilton, Annette
Cultures crossing: past and future of cinema in socialist South East Asia / Annette Hamilton
Subject(s): Burma ; Arts ; Cinema ; Cambodia ; Arts ; Cinema ; Southeast Asia ; Arts ; Cinema
Ref.: BAS

‘Hamilton, Annette
Skeletons of empire: Australians and the Burma-Thailand Railway / Annette Hamilton

‘Hamilton, Francis
→ Buchanan, Francis

‘Hamilton, Francis <1762-1829>
Account of a map by a slave to the heir-apparent of Ava / by Francis Hamilton ; communicated by the author.
Subject(s): *Burma* : Description and travel.
US: OAU(Alden 1st Fl Microforms Q111 .H35 DS527.5)

‘Hamilton, Francis <1762-1829>
Account of a map constructed by a native of Taunu, of the country south from Ava / by Francis Hamilton ; communicated by the author.
= Microform. – New York: Readex Microprint, 1979. 1 microopaque ; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)
Subject(s): *Burma* : Description and travel.
US: OAU(Alden 1st Fl Microforms Q111 .H35 DS527.5)

‘Hamilton, Francis <1762-1829>
Account of a map drawn by a native of Daw[181] or Ta-vay / by Francis Hamilton ; communicated by the author.
The *Edinburgh philosophical journal* 9, 1823, 228-236, [1] leaf of plates, map, incl. bibliogr. ref. = Microform. – New York: Readex Microprint, 1979. 2 microopaques ; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)
Subject(s): *Burma* : Description and travel.
US: OAU(Alden 1st Fl Microforms Q111 .H35 DS527.5)

‘Hamilton, Francis <1762-1829>
Account of a map of the country between the Erawadi and the Khi[181]ndu[181]n rivers / by Francis Hamilton ; communicated by the author.
= Microform. – New York: Readex Microprint, 1979. 1 microopaque ; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)
Subject(s): *Burma* : Description and travel.
US: OAU(Alden 1st Fl Microforms Q111 .H35 DS527.5)

‘Hamilton, Francis <1762-1829>
Account of a map of the country north from Ava / by Francis Hamilton ; communicated by the author.
= Microform. – New York : Readex Microprint, 1979. 1
Article

Hamilton, Francis <1762-1829>
Account of a map of the kingdom of Pegu / by Francis Hamilton
= Microform.
Subject(s): Discoveries in geography; Voyages and travels; Burma.
Subject(s): Asia.

Hamilton, Francis <1762-1829>
Account of a map of the vicinity of Paukgan, or Pagan / by Francis Hamilton
in: Petermann's Mitteilungen aus Justus Perthes' Geographischer Anstalt 58, 1912, 79-81
Ref.: SAI

Hammer, Andreas
Annexionen und Inkorporationen: Burma (1886)
D: B-SBB(1 A 607053 Potsdamer Str.)

Hammer, Andreas
Staatenpraxis der Dekolonialisierung: Burma (1947)
D: B-SBB(1 A 607053 Potsdamer Str.)

Hammer, Martin
Die Ergebnisse der Reise der ermordeten Dr. Brunhuber und Schmitz zum oberen Salween.
in: Petermann's Mitteilungen aus Justus Perthes' Geographischer Anstalt 58, 1912, 19-22
Ref.: SAI

Hammer, Martin
Ober-Burma und die Shanstaaten.
in: Petermann's Mitteilungen aus Justus Perthes' Geographischer Anstalt 49, 1903, 36-42
Ref.: SAI
‘Hammond, B. A. T.
The train / Lt. Col. B A T Hammond.
Note: An action involving 1st Bn Royal Welch Fusiliers south of Mandalay, March 1945. With Correspondence between the author and Col M. A. Demitriadi.
Subject(s): Burma : Campaign
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 E 4/4)

‘Han Tin
Myanmar education: status, issues and challenges / Han Tin
in: Journal of Southeast Asian education (Bangkok) 1.1, 2000, 134-162. -- Inaugural issue with title: Challenges in the new millennium / ed.: Alex C.W. Fung
Subject(s): Education
D: B-BSS(Zsn 119643 Potsdamer Str.)
TH: CU(Eng LC171 C5)
US: CU(Kroch LA1250 J68)

‘Hance, Bennett
A recent visit to Burma.
in: Asiatic review 51, 1955, 53-56*
Ref.: SAI

‘Handa, M. R.
A contribution to our knowledge of the green algae of Rangoon.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 17, 1927, 259-269, illus.*
Ref.: SAI

‘Handa, M. R.
A note on two species of Chaetophora from Rangoon.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 17, 1927, 257-258, illus.*
Ref.: SAI

‘Handa, M. R.
A short account of the filamentous green algae from various places in Burma.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 17, 1927, 102-109, illus.*
Ref.: SAI

‘Handa, M. R.
Life history of thuja occidentalis.
Ref.: SAI

‘Hanging in the balance [anti-government protests]
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Hankook Ilbo
Help victims of natural disasters in China, Myanmar [editorial ; 2008 earthquake in Sichuan and cyclone in Burma]
in: Korea focus (Seoul) 16.2, 2008.Sum, 56-57
Subject(s): Korea ; Economics ; International Economics ; Foreign Aid ; Korea ; Politics & Government ; International Relations ; China ; Korea ; Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Burma ; China ; Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Korea ; Burma ; Politics & Government ; International Relations
Ref.: BAS

‘Hanks, Jane R.
Recitation of patrilineages among the Akha
D: FR-UB(TM 81/3269) TÜ-UB(15 A 14417-1)
GB: BL-DSL(76/13883) CUL(461:6.c.95.39)
US: HU(Widener Harv. Depos. Ind 8385.39)
OAU(Alden 6th Floor GN490 .S62)

‘Hanks, Jane R.
Reflections on Ban Akha Mae Salong / Lucien M. and Jane R. Hanks.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 63.1, 1975, 72-85*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hanks, Lucien Mason
Reflections on Ban Akha Mae Salong / Lucien M. and Jane R. Hanks.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 63.1, 1975, 72-85*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hanks, Lucien Mason
The quest for individual autonomy in Burmese personality : with particular reference to the Arakan.

‘Hannah, S. F.
Notes on the productive capacities of the Shan countries, North and East of Ava : their arts and manufactures; ith a short account of the town of Bamo, as seen in January 1836,and its trade with China and the lower Irrawaddy
GB: BL(I.S.Be.309)*

‘Hanson, Haldore
Twenty-five Colonels and the three evils
in: Reporter 20.10, 1959, 28-30*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hanson, Ola
Bhamo fifty years ago.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 12, 1922, 146-148*
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Ref.: SAI

‘Hanson, Ola
The Kachin tribes and dialects.
in: Royal Asiatic Society 19, 1907, 381 to 394*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hanson, Ola
The origin of the Kachins.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 2, 1912, 204-213*
Ref.: SAI

‘Haralu
in: Journal and proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Calcutta) NS 29.1, 1933, 117-157*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hardie, Peter
Visions from the golden land: Burma & the art of lacquer: British Museum, London, 8 April-13 August 2000 [exhibition review] / Peter Hardie
in: Oriental art (Surrey, England) 46.4, 2000, 67-68
Subject(s): Burma : Arts
Ref.: BAS

‘Hardiman, John Thomas Percy
Silk in Burma.
in: Journal of Indian art 10, 1903, 25-26*
Ref.: SAI

‘Harding, Julian
 Burma: a tribute / Julian Harding
in: Arts of Asia (Hong Kong) 38.2, 2008, Mar-Apr, 144-152
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Photography
Ref.: BAS

‘Harding, Julian
Htein Lin: outsider artist of Burma / Barbara Harding ; Julian Harding
in: Arts of Asia (Hong Kong) 38.3, 2008, May-Jun, 145-149
Subject(s): Burma : Biography ; Htein Lin ; Burma : Arts ; Painting

Ref.: BAS

‘Hardstone, Peter C. N.
Burma past failures, future hopes / Peter C. N. Hardstone
in: Asian profile (Hong Kong, ISSN 0304-8675) 7.5, 1979, 451-457
Subject(s): Entwicklung ; Birma
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Hardstone, Peter C.N.
Burma: past failures, future hopes / Peter C.N. Hardstone
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Ref.: BAS

‘Hare, The, [Sasa-Jataka]

‘Harington, H. H.
in: Journal of the Bombay Natural History Society (Bombay, ISSN 0006-6982) 19, 1909/10, 767-768**

‘Harington, H. H.
Subject(s): Birds - Burma, Upper

‘Harington, H. H.
Some Rangoon birds / by H. H. Harington
in: Journal of the Bombay Natural History Society (Bombay, ISSN 0006-6982) 19, 1909/10, 358-366*

‘Harkness, Jim
Burma and India

‘Harn, Yawngewe <b. 1948>
Burma’s ethnic problem is constitutional / Harn Yawngewe
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government; Constitution; Burma: Politics & Government; Center-Regional Relations
Ref.: BAS

‘Harn, Yawnghwe <b. 1948> Engaging the generals / Harn Yawnghwe
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government; Armed Forces; Burma: Politics & Government; International Relations; Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Social Change
Ref.: BAS

‘Harnessing nature in popa area.
in: Forward 3.24, 1965, 4-10*
Ref.: SAI

‘Harriden, Jessica
‘Making a name for themselves': Karen identity and the politicization of ethnicity in Burma / Jessica Harriden
in: Journal of Burma Studies (DeKalb, IL) 7, 2002, 84-144
Subject(s): Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Ethnic Groups; Karen; Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Rural Conditions
Ref.: BAS

‘Harriman, James
Burma: forming old familiar battle lines.
in: Far Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong, ISSN 0014-7591) 92.26, June 25, 1976, 20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Harriman, James
Burma: party grasps an economic lifeline.
in: Far Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong, ISSN 0014-7591) 95.10, March 11, 1977, 12-14*
Ref.: SAI

‘Harriman, James
Burma: reaping the harvest of neutrality.
in: Far Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong, ISSN 0014-7591) 90.40, Oct.3, 1975, 15-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Harriman, James
Burma’s first step to capitalism.
in: Far Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong, ISSN 0014-7591) 94.52, Dec. 24, 1976, 100-102*
Ref.: SAI

‘Harriman, James
Burma’s first steps to capitalism / James Harriman
in: Far Eastern economic review (Hong Kong, ISSN 0014-7591) 94.52, 1976.Dec 24, 100-102
Subject(s): Burma: Economics
Ref.: BAS

‘Harriman, James
Ne Win cracks the whip / James Harriman
in: Far Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong, ISSN 0014-7591) 92.15, 1976.Apr, 8-10
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Harriman, James
Ne Win faces up to failure / James Harriman
in: Far Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong, ISSN 0014-7591) 92.15, April 9, 1976, 8-10*
Ref.: SAI

‘Harriman, James
Ne Win faces up to failure.
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Harriman, James
Ne Win faces up to failure.
in: Far Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong, ISSN 0014-7591) 94.52, 1976-Dec 24, 20-22*
Ref.: SAI

‘Harriman, James
The knives are out for Ne Win.
in: Far Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong, ISSN 0014-7591) 93.31, July 30, 1976, 13-14*
Ref.: SAI

‘Harrington, Richard
Irrawaddy riverboat.
in: Canadian geographical journal 68, 1964, 168-177*
Ref.: SAI

‘Harris, Edward Norman
The conservation of a race as a missionary byproduct.
in: Bibliotheca sacra (Dallas, Tex.) 77, 1920, 147-164*  
Ref.: SAI

'Harrison, J. L.  
A collection of trombiculid mites from Manipur and Lower Burma : 1945-46  
in: Journal of the Zoological Society of India 5.1, 1953, 20-40  
Ref.: Bernot

'Harrison, Ruth M  
Marine fauna from Mergui archipelago, Lower Burma / by Ruth M. Harrison and Margaret Poole.  
Ref.: SAI

'Harrison, Selig S  
Go-it-alone : Burma is mending. Ne Win's visit here this week seen as a ceremonial 'balancing' of his recent trips to red's capitals  
in: Washington post 1966,Sept. 4*  
Ref.: SAI

'Harsono, Andreas  
Subject(s): Indonesia ; Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Burma ; Indonesia ; Politics & Government ; Armed Forces ; Burma ; Politics & Government ; Armed Forces ; Burma ; Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Indonesia  
Ref.: BAS

'Harsono, Andreas  
To the Burmese military, Indonesia is a role model in: From consensus to controversy : ASEAN’s relationship with Burma’s SLORC / ed. by Ralph Bachoe & Debbie Stothard. – Bangkok : Alternative Asean Network on Burma, 1997. p. 55-62  
Subject(s): Politics & Government -- International Relations – Indonesia  
Politics & Government -- Armed Forces  
US: CU(Kroch DS525.9.B93 F76 1997)

'Hartmann-So, Helga  
Morphophonemic changes in Daai Chin / Helga Hartmann-So in: Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area (Berkeley, CA) 12.2, 1989.Fall, 51-65  
Subject(s): Burma : Language ; Linguistics  
Ref.: BAS

'Hartmann-So, Helga  
Time expressions in Daai Chin / Helga Hartmann-So in: Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area (Berkeley, CA) 10.1, 1987.Spr, 147-151  
Subject(s): Burma : Language ; Linguistics  
Ref.: BAS
'Harvey, Godfrey Eric < b. 1889 >
Burmes and English despatches on the eve of the first Anglo-Burmese war 1824-6.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 13, 1923, 109-128, map*
Ref.: SAI

'Harvey, Godfrey Eric < b. 1889 >
French relations with Mandalay.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 5.6, 1958, 31-33*
Ref.: SAI

'Harvey, Godfrey Eric < b. 1889 >
Monsieur Haas and the annexation of Upper Burma / G.E. Harvey.
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Subject(s): Burmese language ; Burmese literature - History and criticism
Ref.: SAI
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Ref.: SAI
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The case of Myanmar (Burma)
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Burma.
in: South Asian bibliography / ed. by J. D. Pearson. – Hassocks, 1979. p.328-351*
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Herbert, Patricia
Burmese cosmological manuscripts / Patricia Herbert
ISBN 0714124060 ; 1588860248
D: B-SBB(1 B 85659 Potsdamer Str.)
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Herbert, Patricia M.
The making of a collection: Burmese manuscripts in the British Library / Patricia Herbert
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Ref.: BAS

Herbert, Patricia M.
The Sir Arthur Phayre collection of Burmese manuscripts / Patricia M. Herbert
Subject(s): Burma : Library & Information Sciences
Ref.: BAS
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The Sir Arthur Phayre collection of Burmese manuscripts.
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U Pe Maung Tin bibliography / Patricia M. Herbert
in: Journal of Burma Studies (DeKalb, IL) 9, (2004, 130-173
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Ref.: BAS
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in: Far Eastern economic review (Hong Kong, ISSN 0014-7591) 129.36, 1985.Sep 12, 28-29
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Ref.: BAS
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Human rights and natural gas development in Burma: the Unocal case / Katharine Redford ; Richard Herz
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Update from Myanmar / Dieter Hettler.
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‘Hewison, Kevin
Exploitation in global supply chains: Burmese workers in Mae Sot [town in Tak Province, Thailand] / Kevin Hewison ; Dennis Arnold
in: Journal of Contemporary Asia (Manila) 35.3, 2005, 319-340
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The development of hydro-electric power in Burma.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 5.3, 1955, 78-80*
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‘Hill, John S.
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The Forgotten army and the Capture of Mandalay, 8-20 March, 1945 / by L. J. L. Hill.
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‘Hill, Mark T.
Fishing ecology of the Lower Mekong River: Myanmar to Tonle Sap River / Mark T. Hill
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Ref.: BAS

‘Hill, Michael W.
Some reflections on the library scene in Burma today / Michael W Hill
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Education in Burma.
in: Journal of Negro education 15, 1946, 526-533*
Ref.: SAI

‘Hillard, Edward J.
Some aspects of Chin verb morphology / Edward J Hillard
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Ref.: BAS
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‘Community development’ on the Sino-Burmese border: villagers, Oxfam and the Chinese State / Miwa Hirono
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Building the Burma-Siam Railroad / Abe Hirosi.
in: Japan at war: an oral history / [ed. by] Haruko Taya
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‘Community development’ on the Sino-Burmese border: villagers, Oxfam and the Chinese State / Miwa Hirono

‘Hirosi, Abe
Building the Burma-Siam Railroad / Abe Hirosi.
in: Japan at war: an oral history / [ed. by] Haruko Taya

‘Hirono, Miwa
‘Community development’ on the Sino-Burmese border: villagers, Oxfam and the Chinese State / Miwa Hirono

‘Hirosi, Abe
Building the Burma-Siam Railroad / Abe Hirosi.
in: Japan at war: an oral history / [ed. by] Haruko Taya
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in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.1, 1998, 26-29
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Taw win thazin: the royal orchid / Hla Myo Nwe
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in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.5, 1997, 16-18
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The Myanmar Buddhist 'hsoon laung' tradition (providing sustenance to the Sangha) / Hla Myo Nwe
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‘Hla Myo New
The responsibilities of national reconstruction [Zawgyi Hydel Power Project] / Hla Myo Nwe
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.3, 1998, 12-15
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Ref.: BAS
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Census of Eastern Hoolock Gibbons (Hoolock leuconedys) in Mahamyang Wildlife Sanctuary, Sagaing Division, Myanmar / Warren Y. Brockelman, Hla Naing, Chit Saw, Aung Moe, Zaw Linn, Thu Kyaw Moe, and Zaw Win
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The social security system in Burma / Hla Nwe
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Ref.: BAS
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Burma and atomic energy.
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Ref.: SAI
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Type of research reactors for Burma.
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Germination of onion seed.
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Ref.: SAI
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A reexamination of Burmese 'classifiers'.
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Ref.: SAI
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Hla Pe
Abbreviations, cryptograms and chronograms in Burmese.
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Hla Pe
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Ref.: SAI
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Burmese.
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Hla Pe
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Hla Pe
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‘Kell, Gulla A.
The vital importance of the donation system for the Burmese.
in: Sociologus N.F. 9, 1959, 131-149*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kelly, Desmond
Kelly's Burma campaign [Norman Kelly] / Desmond Kelly
Subject(s): Burma ; Biography ; Kelly, Norman ; Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947 ; Japan ; History ; By Period ; Modern (1868-1945)
Ref.: BAS

‘Kelly, J. B.
Memoirs of World War II : an Odyssey, chiefly concerning the China, Burma, India Theater
Ref: JADE

‘Kelly, R. Talbot
Meegyoungyi and Nyaung-U, on the Banks of the Irrawaddy / R. Talbot Kelly.
Subject: Architecture
US: UCB(EnvDesign) & UCD(Shields) & UCLA(Arts) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSB(Arts Lib) : NA1511.A73 1998

‘Kelly, R. Talbot
On Burmese pagodas / R. Talbot Kelly.
Subject: Architecture
US: UCB(EnvDesign) & UCD(Shields) & UCLA(Arts) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSB(Arts Lib) : NA1511.A73 1998

‘Kelso, Douglas J.
Applying U.S. law to halt deforestation in Southeastern Myanmar: a survey of potential strategies / Douglas J. Kelso
in: Pacific rim law and policy journal (Seattle) intramural issue 1992.Win, 1-25
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture ; Forestry ; Burma : Science & Technology ; Environmental Studies
Ref.: BAS

‘Kenichi, Arakawa
Japanese War Leadership in the Burma Theatre: The Imperial Operation / Arakawa Kenichi
in: British and Japanese military leadership in the Far Eastern War, 1941-1945 / ed. by Brian Bond ...
Subject(s): Burma : Military operations, British - Strategy and Tactics ; Military operations, Army, Allied Forces - Strategy and Tactics

‘Kenichi, Arakawa
Japanese War Leadership in the Burma Theatre: The Imperial Operation / Arakawa Kenichi
ISBN 0714656593
Subject(s): World War, 1939-1945 - Campaigns – Burma ; Strategy -- History -- 20th century ; Command of troops -- History -- 20th century Leadership - Japan - History - 20th century ; Leadership - Great Britain - History -- 20th century.
GB: OUL(Bod.Japanese BJL Loan N271 Bon)
SOAS(D940.5425 /930896
HU(Widener D767.5 .B67 2004)
NYPL(R JFE 05-2706)

‘Kenny, Paul D.
Structural integrity and cohesion in insurgent Organizations: evidence from protracted conflicts in Ireland and Burma 1 / Paul D Kenny
in: International studies review 12.4, 2010
Ref.: ArticleFirst

‘Kenworthy, Leonard Stout <b. 1912>
U Nu of Burma
Subject(s): Nu <U> : Statesman.

‘Ker, Yin
Modern Burmese painting according to Bagyi Aung Soe / Yin Ker
in: Journal of Burma studies (DeKalb, IL) 10, 2005/06, 83-157
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Painting
Ref.: BAS

‘Kerlogue, Fiona
Collecting in context: Emslie Horniman's contribution to the Horniman Museum's Southeast Asian collections [1910-27] / Fiona Kerlogue
Subject(s): Indonesia ; Arts ; Sri Lanka ; Arts ; Burma : Arts ; Indonesia ; History ; By Period ; 1600-1941 ; Sri Lanka ; History ; By Period ; Modern (1796-1948) ;
‘Kerr, A.
Notes on a trip from Prachuap (Kaw Lak) to Mergui / A. Kerr
Subject(s): Thailand ; Geography ; Description & Travel ; Burma ; Geography ; Description & Travel ; Thailand ; Language ; Lexicography ; Burma ; Language ; Lexicography
Ref.: BAS

‘Keshishian, John M.
Anatomy of a Burmese beauty secret.
in: National geography 155.6, 1979; 798-801, illus.
Ref.: Bookseller

‘Keskinen, Marko
Water resources development and impact assessment in the Mekong Basin: which way to go? / Marko Keskinen
Subject(s): Southeast Asia ; Science & Technology ; Environmental Studies ; Southeast Asia ; Science & Technology ; Hydraulic Engineering ; Southeast Asia ; Economics ; Agriculture
Ref.: BAS

‘Keva, Silja
Human rights and Burma/Myanmar in the ASEAN dialogue / Silja Keva
in: Europe-Asia interregional relations ; a decade of ASEM / ed. by Bart Gaens. – Aldershot, Hampshire, England ; Burlington, VT : Ashgate, c2008. no.4, p.69-84. – (The international political economy of new regionalisms series) -- ISBN 9780754671428 ; 0754671429
Subject(s): Asia-Europe Meeting ; Human rights Foreign relations - Europe ; Foreign economic relations - Europe ; Europe ; Foreign relations - Asia ; Foreign economic relations - Asia
D: DD-SLUB(MK 5250 K45) 31892706) HH-SUB(A/496060)
GB:BL(YC.2012.a.9715) BL-DSS(m08/30902)
HK:HKU(172.4094 K452 e84)

‘Khaliq, Urfan <b. 1970>
Ethical values and foreign policy in practice : responses to the denial of democracy in Myanmar, Nigeria and Pakistan
Subject(s): European Union countries ; Foreign relations -- Moral and ethical aspects
D: DD-SLUB(MK 5250 K45) 31892706) HH-SUB(A/496060)
GB:BL(YC.2012.a.9715) BL-DSS(m08/30902)
HK:HKU(172.4094 K452 e84)

‘Khaliq, Urfan <b. 1970>
Role of ethical values and principles in regional dialogue involving Myanmar and the Union
Subject(s): European Union countries ; Foreign relations -- Moral and ethical aspects
D: DD-SLUB(MK 5250 K45) 31892706) HH-SUB(A/496060)
GB:BL(YC.2012.a.9715) BL-DSS(m08/30902)
HK:HKU(172.4094 K452 e84)

‘Khan, Abdul Mabud
Bangladesh indebtedness to Myanmar / Abdul Mabud Khan
in: Papers from the Myanmar Two Millennia Conference, Yangon, Myanmar, December 15-17, 1999. –
‘Khan, Azfar
The Burmese way to ‘socialism’ / Allen Fenichel ; Azfar Khan
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Economic Planning
Ref.: BAS

‘Khan, Habibullah
The challenge of economic integration for transnational economies of Southeast Asia [Cambodia, Laos, Burma, and Vietnam] / Jose L. Tongzon ; Habibullah Khan
in: ASEAN economic bulletin (Singapore) 22.3, 2005.Dec, 266-283
Subject(s): Southeast Asia ; Economics ; International Economics ; Trade
Ref.: BAS

‘Khan, Hafeez-Ur-Rahman
Pakistan and its neighbour : Burma.
in: Pakistan horizon 14, 1961, 301-319*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khan, M. Habibullah
The challenge of economic integration for transitional economies of Southeast Asia : coping with revenue losses / Jose L. Tongzon and Habibullah Khan
in: ASEAN economic bulletin (Singapore, ISSN 0217-4472) 22.3, 2005, 266-283
Subject(s): Wirtschaftsintegration ; Freihandelszone ; Übergangswirtschaft ; ASEAN-Staaten ; Kambodscha ; Laos ; Myanmar ; Vietnam
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Khan, Muhammad Siddiq
Captain George Sorrel's mission to the court of Amarapura 1793-94 : an episode in Anglo-Burmese relations.
in: Journal of the Asiatic Society of Pakistan 2, 1957, 131-153*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khan, Yasmin
Remembering and forgetting : South Asia and the Second World War / Yasmin Khan
Subject(s): War and society ; Memorialization - Political aspects ; Memorialization - Social aspects ;

‘Khanna, Lalit Prasad
Taenia Hydliga, the larval tapeworm of sheep and goats in Rangoon.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 18, 1928, 75-77,tab.*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khanna, Lalit Prasad
The morphology of Cyathodium Tuberosum Kashyap.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 17, 1927, 270-281,illus.*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khanna, Lalit Prasad
Variations in Mimosa Pudica (Linn.) / L. P.Khanna and M. R. Handa.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 18, 1928, 110-111,illus.*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khan
Burma in August 1946.
in: The Guardian 3.1, 1955, 9-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khan
Furnivall, lover of Burma.
in: Tha Guardian 5.1, 1958, 6-7*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khan
Random causers.
in: Tha Guardian 11.1, 1964, 11-12*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khan
Drug abuse in the Socialist Republic of Union of Burma / U. Khan and Ne Win
Subject(s): Rauschgift ; Birma
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Khay Mar Maung
Hotel industry in Myanmar / Khay Mar Maung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 5.2, 2000, 25-30
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Tourism
Ref.: BAS

‘Kheang Un
Introduction: globalization versus traditionalism, the cases of Burma, Thailand, and Cambodia / Andrea Katalin Molnar ; Kheang Un
Subject(s): Southeast Asia ; Politics & Government ;
Southeast Asia ; Economics ; Southeast Asia ; Politics & Government ; International Relations
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin
Burma rice and world food situation.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 1.1, 1951 (=The 3rd anniversary), 49-56*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin
Fisheries in Burma.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 6.2, 2955, 82-86*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Aung Tin
A sunglass / Tin Htwe ; tr. by Khin Aung Tin
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aung Tin
A sweet smile / Khin Aung Tin
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 33.11, 1986.Nov 15-16
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aung Tin
Engagement announced / Tin Htwe ; tr. by Khin Aung Tin
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aung Tin
Ginger fish and yamonna fish / Tin Htwe ; ; tr. by Khin Aung Tin
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.7, 1990.Jul, 30-34
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aung Tin
Honeymoon time / Tin Htwe ; tr. by Khin Aung Tin
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aung Tin
I'll be with you forever / Khin Aung Tin
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aung Tin
Inspector Zaw Min / Khin Aung Tin
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aung Tin
The attitude of those who know about love / Tin Htwe ; tr. by Khin Aung Tin
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.6 (Jun, 1990.Jun, 20-26
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aung Tin
The news is" / Tin Htwe ; tr. by Khin Aung Tin
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.9, 1990.Sep, 26-29
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aung Tin
Unforgetable you / Khin Aung Tin
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aung Tin
A young woman brought by my son / Tin Htwe ; tr. by Khin Aung Tin
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aung Tin
My kindness and compassion  / Tin Htwe ; ; tr. by Khin Aung Tin
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.10 (Oct, 1990, 28-33
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aye Kyu
Strong maternal bond--greatest weapon against drug abuse / Khin Aye Kyu
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Problems ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Women
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aye Kyu
The burden of the body / Ma Sandar ; Khin Aye Kyu
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Problems ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Women
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aye Kyu
Thingyan and Tha-gyar-min [festival] / Khin Aye Kyu
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS
‘Khin Aye Kyu
Tinkle bell [infants] / Khin Aye Kyu
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 49.11, 2002.Nov, 24-25
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Structure ; Family
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aye Win
Myanmar National Committee for Women's Affairs / Daw Khin Aye Win
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.4, 1998, 73-76
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Women
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Aye Win
Myanmar women / Daw Khin Aye Win
Subject(s): Anthropology & Sociology -- Women

‘Khin Aye
The role of Jatakas in Myanmar literature / Khin Aye
Subject(s): Burmese literature -- History and criticism
SG: ISEAS(PL490 C47)

‘Khin Aye Win
Women in Myanmar / Daw Khin Aye Win
Subject(s): Democracy ; Human rights ; Politics and government <1988-> ; Economic conditions <1988-> ; Social conditions <20th century> ; Civilization
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S471)
US: UCB(DS530.65 .S46 2004)

‘Khin Hlaing Kyu
A tie that breaks / Khin Hlaing Kyu
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 42.10, 1995.Oct, 24-29
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Hnin Yu
Women in Myanmar / Khin Hnin Yu
Subject(s): Democracy ; Human rights ; Politics and government <1988-> ; Economic conditions <1988-> ; Social conditions <20th century> ; Civilization
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S471)
US: UCB(DS530.65 .S46 2004)

‘Khin Khin
Marriage in the Burmese Muslim community.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 37.2, 1954, 24-34*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Khin Ma
Changing insights from Myanmar novels / Khin Khin Ma
US: CU(Kroch DS527.4.M93 1999+)
UCB(Main DS527.4.M92 1999)

‘Khin Khin Ma
Changing insights from Myanmar novels / Khin Khin Ma
Subject(s): Khin Hnin Yu ; Yuwaddy Khin Sein Hlaing
Literature -- Fiction -- Translations

‘Khin Khin Sein
Fabulous Pagan and foreigners, 18th and 19th centuries.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 17.10, 1970, 31-34*
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Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Kyi Khant
Abundant fish for the consumers ; tr. by MHK / Khin Kyi Khant
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Fishing Industry
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Kyi Khant
Let us build roads and bridges for all round development / Khin Kyi Khant
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Transportation
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Kywe Swe
Juvenile courts and juvenile delinquents.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 10.3, 1963, 15-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Ma Lay
Urban study of the Sittang valley.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 45, 1962, 163-179, tab.,map*
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Khin Mar Cho <b. 1972>
Evaluating agricultural extension system in Myanmar : present situations and future prospects / Khin Mar Cho
Subject(s): Bodennutzungsintensität ; Bürgerbeteiligung ; Myanmar
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Khin Maung
Burmesic festivals : their significance / by U Khin Maung.
in:− [S.l. : s.n., 1930], p.41-46.
SG: ISEAS(SCR fGT4886 B9K45)

‘Khin Maung
Burmesic festivals.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 3.1, 1955, 9-12*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung
Solid waste management in Yangoon for sustained urban development / Khin Maung
in: Environmental stakes : Myanmar and agenda 21 / eds.: Victor R. Savage ... – [Yangon:] National Commission for Environmental Affairs, Myanmar ; [München:] Hanns Seidel Foundation, Germany ; Singapore: Southeast Asian Studies Programme, National Univ. of Singapo-
re, 1997. Sect.6: Managing urban development no.18, p.296-301
Subject(s): Economic development - Environmental aspects ; Environmental protection ; Environmental management ; Sustainable development ; Environmental policy ; Waste
US: CU(Kroch x QH77.B93 E58 1997x) NIU(SEA QH77.B93 E585 1997)

‘Khin Maung <Thinbawgyi>
Model workers base camp.
in: Forward 7.12, 1969, 22-24*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung <Thinbawgyi>
Progress of workers in Union States.
in: Forward 8.18, 1970, 16-18*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung <Thinbawgyi>
Selected themes from Burmese music.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8.11, 1961, 25-29*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung <Thinbawgyi>
Social security for workers.
in: Forward 6.18, 1968, 6-10*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung <Thinbawgyi>
The surging collegiate manpower.
in: Forward 8.24, 1970, 6-7*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung <Thinbawgyi>
Workers evening classes.
in: Forward 7.15, 1969, 22-24*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung <Thinbawgyi>
Workers theatrical troupes.
in: Forward 7.18, 1969, 12-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Chit
Her infinite variety.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 17.7, 1970, 28-33*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Din
How to feed his lambs ; the problem of Burmese Christian theology today / Khin Maung Din
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion
Ref.: BAS
‘Khin Maung Din
Some problems and possibilities for Burmese Christian theology today / Khin Maung Din
in: South East Asia journal of theology (Singapore) 16.2, 1975, 17-30
Subject(s): Philosophy & Religion ; Christianity

‘Khin Maung Dwe
Buddhism, the practical religion.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 1.12, 1954, 32-35*
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 1.3, 1954, 32-35*
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 2.1, 1954, 21-25*
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 2.2, 1954, 25-28*
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 2.4, 1955, 42-43*
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 2.6, 1955, 25-25*
in: Maha Bodhi (Calcutta) 83.1-3, 1975.Jan-Mar, 30-33

‘Khin Maung Kyaw
The national census--its benefits to the country / Khin Maung Kyaw
in: Forward 11.15, 1973, 6-9*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Kyaw Htway
The vanishing Diagnet people of the Burma-Pakistan border.
in: Forward 8.13, 1970, 7-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Kyaw
The national census: its benefits to the country / Khin Maung Kyaw
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 11.15, 1973, 6-9*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Maung
Budget 1957-58 : text of speech delivered by the Hon'ble Minister Bo Khin Maung Gale...
in: Burma (Rangoon) 8.1, 1957, 1-6*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Maung
Budget, the practical religion.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 1.12, 1954, 32-35*
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 1.3, 1954, 32-35*
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 2.1, 1954, 21-25*
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 2.2, 1954, 25-28*
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 2.4, 1955, 42-43*
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 2.6, 1955, 25-25*
in: Maha Bodhi (Calcutta) 83.1-3, 1975.Jan-Mar, 30-33

‘Khin Maung Maung
Budget 1956-57 : text of speech delivered by the Hon'ble Finance Minister Bo Khin Maung Gale in presenting the budget estimates for the financial year 1956-57 in the Chamber of Deputies on August 31, 1956.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 7.1, 1956, 1-12*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Maung
The national census--its benefits to the country / Khin Maung Kyaw
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 11.15, 1973, 6-9*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Maung
The vanishing Diagnet people of the Burma-Pakistan border.
in: Forward 8.13, 1970, 7-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Maung
Disease: its impact and future / Khin Maung Kyaw Htway
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 19, 1972, Jan, 31-34
Subject(s): Burma : Science & Technology ; Medicine
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Maung
Burma seminar: continuities and discontinuities of the process of modernization in Burma / Khin Maung Kyi.
Subject(s) History - <1948-> - Outlines, syllabi, etc. Economic conditions - Outlines, syllabi, etc. Social conditions - Outlines, syllabi, etc.
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Maung
New set-up of sangha organization in Burma / Khin Maung Gyi
in: Buddhist studies (Delhi) 9, 1985, 88-92
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Maung
Paticca Samuppada / Pagan U Khin Maung Gyi
‘Khin Maung Kyi
Modernization of Burmese agriculture: problems and prospects / Khin Maung Kyi
in: South East Asia research (Singapore) 1982, 115-131
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture ; Technological Change
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Kyi
Myanmar: will forever flow the Ayeyarwady? / Khin Maung Kyi
in: Southeast Asian affairs 1994, 209-230
US: UNDL(959(05) S7

‘Khin Maung Kyi
Myanmar: a geographical entity / Khin Maung Kyi
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 1, 1995, 28-29
Subject(s): Burma : Geography
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Kyi
Myanmar: will forever flow the Ayeyarwady? / Khin Maung Kyi
in: Southeast Asian affairs (Singapore) 1994, 209-230
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Kyi
Myanmar: will forever flow the Ayeyarwady? / Khin Maung Kyi
in: Southeast Asian affairs (Singapore, ISSN 0377-5437) 1994, 209-230
Subject(s):Entwicklung ; Wirtschaftspolitik ; Innenpolitik ; Myanmar
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Khin Maung Kyi
Oasis or mirage: should Burma reconsider its tourism / Khin Maung Kyi
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Economic Policy
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Kyi
The Mujahid story.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 2.3, 1955, 38-40
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Kyi
Western enterprise and economic development in Burma.
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Kyi
Will forever flow the Irrawaddy? / Khin Maung Kyi.
in: Burma research journal; 1.1,1995
D: HD-SAIfnF Zs 1167)
GB: OUL(IND Indmonth 1/99
SG: ISEAS(DS527 B96)
US: CU (Kroch DS527 .B962)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. DS527.B962x)
LC(DS527.B962)
NIU(SEA DS530.65 .O5 1995)

‘Khin Maung Kyi
Ethnic Chinese in Myanmar and their identity / Mya Than ; Comments / Khin Maung Kyi
in: Ethnic Chinese as Southeast Asians / ed. by Leo Suryadinata. – New York : St. Martin's Pr. ; Singapore : Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, c1997. no.4. – ISBN 0312175760 (St. Martin's) ; 9813055502 (ISEAS) ; 9813055588
Subject(s): Chinese : Ethnic identity , Economic conditions
Minorities – Chinese ; Investments, Foreign – Chinese ; Ethnic relations

1979, 344-352
Subject(s): Thailand ; Economics ; Agriculture ; Food Policy
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Kyi
in: Malayan economic review 18.1, 1973, 55-73
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Kyi
Process of communication in modernisation of rural society: a survey report on two Burmese villages / Khin Maung Kyi
Subject(s): Burma : Communication & Media
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Kyi
Professor Khin Maung Kyi in his own words [interview] / Khin Maung Kyi
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Economic Policy
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Kyi
Western enterprise and economic development in Burma.
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Kyi
Ethnic Chinese in Myanmar and their identity / Mya Than ; Comments / Khin Maung Kyi
in: Ethnic Chinese as Southeast Asians / ed. by Leo Suryadinata. – New York : St. Martin's Pr. ; Singapore : Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, c1997. no.4. – ISBN 0312175760 (St. Martin's) ; 9813055502 (ISEAS) ; 9813055588
Subject(s): Chinese : Ethnic identity , Economic conditions
Minorities – Chinese ; Investments, Foreign – Chinese ; Ethnic relations
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US: NNC(Barnard DS509.5.C5 E85 1997

‘Khin Maung Lwin
Board of directors and management.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 3.14, 1956, 12-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Maung
Burmese boxing.
in: Forward 8.13, 1970, 22-23*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Lat
Burmese dance / tekkatho Khin Maung Lat
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 14.2, 1975.Nov, 12-17
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Dance
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Nyo
Myanmar’s Response to the 2008 Global Financial Crisis / Khin Maung Nyo
Subject(s): Cyclone Nargis, 2008 ; Humanitarian assistance - International cooperation ; Politics and government <1988- > : Economic conditions <1948- >
D: HH-SUB(A 2012/4056)
F: Paris-EFEO
US: CU(Kroch) & HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) : DS530.65 .M928 2009

‘Khin Maung Nyo
Social sector development in Myanmar: the role of the State / Myat Thein and Khin Maung Nyo.
in: Social sector in Southeast Asia : role of the State [Special topic] -- Singapore : ASEAN Economic Research Unit, Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1999, p. 394-404 -- (ASEAN economic bulletin, ISSN 0217-4472 ; 16.3)
D: B-SBB(Zsn 75709) : HD-SAI(wiw Zs 4060)

‘Khin Maung Nyo
Social sector development in Myanmar: the role of the state / Myat Thein ; Khin Maung Nyo
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Public Administration ; Burma : Economics ; Economic Policy ; Burma : Education ; Burma : Science & Technology ;

Public Health
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Nyunt
A 12th century cloth painting from ancient Bagan / Khin Maung Nyunt
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.4, 1998, 28-30
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Painting ; Burma : History ; By Period : Antiquity to 1752
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Nyunt
A land of ethnic affiliations.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 15.3, 1968, 21-26*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Nyunt
A profile of Akavaka.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 17.6, 1970, 29-34*
Ref.: SAI

‘Khin Maung Nyunt
A rocking boulder on a mountain summit [Kyaik-hti-yoe pagoda] / Khin Maung Nyunt
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.8, 2004.Aug, 8-10
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Nyunt
A strange phenomenon at Myeik / Khin Maung Nyunt
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 1.3, 1997, 79-81
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Nyunt
Accounts of white elephant in Myanmar literature / Khin Maung Nyunt
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 50.1, 2003.Jan, 18-21
Subject(s): Burma : Literature
Ref.: BAS

‘Khin Maung Nyunt
Accounts of white elephant in Myanmar literature / Khin Maung Nyunt
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 49.12, 2002.Dec, 15-16
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Subject(s): Burma: Science & Technology; Public Health
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Min’
Beyond papayrus [paper industry] / Kyaw Min
Subject(s): Burma: Economics; Industry
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Min’
Mein Kampf à la Kyaw Min
in: *The report of the Education Reconstruction Com-
p.60-76
Ref: Herbert 199

‘Kyaw Min
Renaissance of the marionette theatre / Kyaw Min
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 23.10, 1976.Oct, 8-10
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Theater
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Min <Danubyu>
Mein Kampf a la Kyaw Min.
in: The report of the Education Reconstruction Com-
mittee. – Rangoon, 1947. p.60-76*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Min <Danubyu>
Village lad turned newspaperman.
in: Forward 9.11, 1971, 16-21*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Min Htun
ASEAN-China trade relations : Myanmar perspectives /
Kyaw Min Htun
in: ASEAN-China trade relations : 15 years of develop-
ment and prospects / Vietnam Academy of Social Sci-
ences Centre for ASEAN and China Studies. – Hanoi :
Thê Gíơ Publishers, 2008
Subject(s): Foreign economic relations – China
GB: SOAS(G337 /740924)

‘Kyaw Min Kayaw
Meeting in Monywa (Literacy campaign) / Kyaw Min
Kayaw
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 10.24,
1972.Aug 1, 6-7
Subject(s): Burma : Education ; Adult Education
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Min Kayaw
Meeting in Monywa.
in: Forward 10.24, 1972, 6-7*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Min
Mein kampf a la Kyaw Min.
in: Report of the Education Reconstruction Com-
mittee. – Rangoon : Govt Print., 1947, p. 60-76)
Ref: Herbert 199 : < a wartime essay discussing educa-
tion, formation of an elite and economic and social
changes

‘Kyaw Mya Pe Tin Aung
The Chin resistance (1917-19)
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 18.5, 1971,
26-27*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Myint
Burma's first student in U.S.A.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 5.4, 1958, 25-
28*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Myint
Whither Burma?
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8.10, 1961,
35*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Nyein
A Burmese view of new colonialism : the elements of So-
 viet imperialism.
in: Socialist call 22.10, 1954, 13-14*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Nyein
Burm's eight year plan:a survey made by U Kyaw Nyein,
Minister of Industries at the Colombo Plan Conference
held at Singapore, October 1955.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 3.1, 1955, 41-
42*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Nyein
Industrial development of Burma.
in: Socialist Asia 3.5, 1954, 15-17*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Nyein
To prefer is not to choose.
in: Socialist Asia 3.2, 1954, 9-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Nyein
What is socialism?
in: Socialist commentary June 1960, 21-23*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Nyunt
Karate and character building.
in: Forward 9.19, 1971, 24*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Nyunt Moe
Dagonpa U Ba Tin, the first actor who played duel r ole.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 16.3, 1969,
31*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Sein
Petrochemical country studies : Burma / Tin Mg Aye ;
Kyaw Sein
in: Studies in petrochemicals. Vol. 2. – New York. :
Subject(s): Petrochemische Industrie ; Birma
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Kyaw Sein <Yebaw Judo>
Cattle raising for meat and milk.
in: Forward 4.14, 1966, 17-21 *
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Sein <Yebaw Judo>
Scientific pig-breeding.
_in: Forward_ 4.12, 1966, 11-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Sein Thakin
Burma demands her freedom.
_in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 5.1, 1958, 41-46*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Sein Than <Tekkatho>
The social welfare and present day youth.
in: _Forward_ 12.4, 1974, 20-21*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Sein Than
The social welfare and the present day youth / Tekkatho
Kyaw Sein Than
_in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 12.4, 1974 Jan 1, 20-21
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Youth & Children
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Si Nyein
Historical geography and urbanization in ancient Arakan: the archeological landscape of the old capitals up to 1400 AD / Kyaw Minn Hnin
_in: Aseanie (Bangkok) 20 (Dec, 2007, 55-73
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Archaeology & Prehistory ; Burma : History ; By Period ; Antiquity to 1752
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Si Nyein
Combat the drug menace with people's united strength / Kyaw Si Nyein
_in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 24.4, 1986, 19-24
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Problems
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Soe
Agar producing seaweed of Burma.
in: _Forward_ 10.2, 1971, 6-8*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Soe
Burma teak.
in: _Forward_ 11.9, 1972, 16-19*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Soe
Burma's tasty mushrooms / Kyaw Soe
_in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 10.13 (Feb 15., 1972, 4-6
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Soe
Burma's tasty mushrooms.
in: _Forward_ 10.13, 1972, 4-6*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Soe
Cashew : the tasty nut.
in: _Forward_ 10.24, 1972, 21-23*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Soe
Cashew. the tasty nut / Kyaw Soe
_in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 10.24 (Aug 1., 1972, 21-23
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Soe
Medicinal plants of Burma / Kyaw Soe
_in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 10.19 (May 15., 1972, 17-19
Subject(s): Burma : Science & Technology ; Medicine
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Soe
Medicinal plants of Burma.
in: _Forward_ 10.19, 17-19*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Soe
Microscopic study of the Burmese timbers by maceration method.
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Soe
Nationalization of banks and future of the employees : text of speech delivered by Colonel Kyaw Soe...
in: _Forward_ 1.15, 1963, 19-20 and 22*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Soe
Plankton in Burma.
in: _Forward_ 10.9, 1971, 20-23*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Soe
Plant resources of the Chin state.
in: _Forward_ 12.11, 1974, 22-24*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Soe
Sargassum on sea coast of Burma / Kyaw Soe
_in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 9.21, 1971 Jun, 8-11
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Ref.: SAI
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Soe’
Sargassum on sea coast of Burma.
in: *Forward* 9.21, 1971, 8-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Soe’
Speech by U Kyaw Soe, Minister for Foreign Affairs and head of the delegation of the Union of Burma at the Conference of Non-Aligned Foreign Ministers at Georgetown, Guyana 8 August - 11 August 1972 / U Kyaw Soe
in: *Forward* (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 11.3, 1972.Sep 15, 4-6
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Swe’
Formation of the national language and development of modern literature in in Burma.
in: *East Asian cultural studies* 15, 1976, 117-142
Ref.: Johnson

‘Kyaw Swe’
Formation of the national language and development of modern literature in Burma / Kyaw Swe (Min Kyaw)
Subject(s): Burma : Language
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Than’
The last lord of the sunrise / Kyaw Than
in: *Siam Society newsletter* (Bangkok) 1.3, 1985, 15-19
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Than’
The last lord of the sunrise / Kyaw Than
in: *Siam Society newsletter* (Bangkok) 1.3, 1985, 15-19
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Than’
The status of the agricultural sector in Myanmar in 2004 / Kyaw Than
Subject(s): Economics -- Agriculture ; Education -- Technical Education
D: B-SBB(1 A 620937 Potsdamer Str.)
US: CU & LC(DS530.65 .M928 2006)

‘Kyaw Thein’
Efforts for the prevalence of peace and stability / Brig. Gen. Kyaw Thein
Subject(s): Democracy ; Human rights ; Politics and government <1988-> ; Economic conditions <1988-> ; Social conditions <20th century> ; Civilization
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S471)
US: UCB(DS530.65 .S46 2004)

‘Kyaw Thet’
Burma : the political integration of linguistic and religious minority groups.
D: KI-ZBW(XX 31, 363) SAI(100 pol 64/324)

‘Kyaw Thu Win’
Indigenous medicinal herbs of Shan state / Kyaw Than Htun
in: *Forward* (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 25.10 (Jul, 1987, 16-19
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Folk Medicine
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Thu Win’
Myanmar's contribution to the world disarmament / Kyaw Thu Win
in: **Myanmar perspectives** (Yangon) 3.6, 1996, 13-15  
*Subject(s):* Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations  
Ref.: BAS

‘**Kyaw Tint**’  
President's state tour of the Union of Burma.  
in: **Burma** (Rangoon) 2.1, 1952, 7-26*  
Ref.: SAI

‘**Kyaw Tint Swe**’  
Union of Myanmar : a country report / Than Nyun and Kyaw Tint Swe  
Subject(s): Volkswirtschaft ; Wirtschaftsstruktur ; Myanmar  
D: HD-SAI 300 wiw 94/6216

‘**Kyaw Tun <Thakin>**’  
A spirit of the largest size and divinest mettle.  
in: **Guardian** (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 14.8, 1967, 31-41*  
Ref.: SAI

‘**Kyaw Tun <Thakin>**’  
ARDC cattle and horse show.  
in: **Burma** (Rangoon) 6.4, 1956, 89-92*  
Ref.: SAI

‘**Kyaw Win**’  
A courteous custom / Kyaw Win  
in: **Myanmar perspectives** (Yangon) 3.1, 1998, 23-25  
*Subject(s):* Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Structure ; Marriage ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; Kachin  
Ref.: BAS

‘**Kyaw Win**’  
Agricultural Myanmar / Kyaw Win  
in: **Myanmar perspectives** (Yangon) 3.3, 1998, 55-57  
*Subject(s):* Burma : Economics ; Agriculture  
Ref.: BAS

‘**Kyaw Win**’  
Endless endeavours [museums and libraries] / Kyaw Win  
in: **Myanmar perspectives** (Yangon) 3.4, 1998, 31-34  
*Subject(s):* Burma : Library & Information Sciences ; Libraries & Information Centers  
Ref.: BAS

‘**Kyaw Win**’  
Finding fossil fragments / Kyaw Win  
in: **Myanmar perspectives** (Yangon) 5.12, 1996, 59-61  
*Subject(s):* Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Physical Anthropology ; Burma : Science & Technology  
Ref.: BAS

‘**Kyaw Win**’  
Geology and hydrocarbon prospects of the Burma tertiary geosyncline / U Aung Khin and U Kyaw Win  
Subject(s): Geology - Burma ; Geology, Stratigraphic - Tertiary ; Petroleum-Geology - Burma  
Ref.: US: NhD

‘**Kyaw Win**’  
Human rights in Myanmar / Kyaw Win.  
Subject(s): Democracy ; Human rights ; Politics and government <1988-> ; Economic conditions <1988-> ; Social conditions <20th century> ; Civilization  
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S471)  
US: UCB(DS530.65 .S46 2004)

‘**Kyaw Win**’  
Impact of the financial and economic crisis on the employment situation in Myanmar / Kyaw Win  
in: **Myanmar perspectives** (Yangon) 5.2, 2000, 23-24  
*Subject(s):* Burma : Economics ; Labor ; Employment  
Ref.: BAS

‘**Kyaw Win**’  
Industrial zones for economic development / Kyaw Win  
in: **Myanmar perspectives** (Yangon) 3.4, 1998, 82-84  
*Subject(s):* Burma : Economics ; Industry  
Ref.: BAS

‘**Kyaw Win**’  
Marvellous Mongpan / Kyaw Win  
in: **Myanmar perspectives** (Yangon) 2.4, 1997, 26-29  
*Subject(s):* Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; Shan  
Ref.: BAS

‘**Kyaw Win**’  
Myanmar monk and monastery / Kyaw Win  
in: **Myanmar perspectives** (Yangon) 2.6, 1997, 19-23  
*Subject(s):* Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism  
Ref.: BAS

‘**Kyaw Win**’  
Phaung-Daw-Oo Pagada and the Inle Lake / Kyaw Win  
in: **Myanmar perspectives** (Yangon) 4.9, 1996, 60-63  
*Subject(s):* Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel  
Ref.: BAS

‘**Kyaw Win**’  
Phongyi-pyan (cremation of a monk) / Kyaw Win  
in: **Myanmar perspectives** (Yangon) 3.2, 1998, 57-60  
*Subject(s):* Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs ; Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Win
Picturesque Yanbye / Kyaw Win
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.1, 1999, 59-63
Subject(s): Burma: Geography; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Win
Scintillating dances / Kyaw Win
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.3, 1998, 28-31
Subject(s): Burma: Arts; Dance
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Win
Testing and certification of Myanmar skilled workers / Kyaw Win
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.2, 1998, 85-87
Subject(s): Burma: Economics; Labor; Labor Force
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Win
The earliest library in Myanmar (King Anawrahta's archives) / U Kyaw Win
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.3, 1996, 66-67
Subject(s): Burma: History; By Period; Antiquity to 1752; Burma: Library & Information Sciences; Archives
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Win
The historic golden royal throne “Thihathana Palin” / Kyaw Win
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.9, 1996, 19-21
Subject(s): Burma: Geography; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Win
The skilled workers in Myanmar / U Kyaw Win
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.6, 1997, 49-51
Subject(s): Burma: Arts; Burma: Economics; Labor; Labor Force
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Win
Travelling to terraced terrain / Kyaw Win
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.2, 1999, 48-53
Subject(s): Burma: Geography; Description & Travel; Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Ethnic Groups; Naga
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Win
Union culture / Kyaw Win
Subject(s): Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Ethnic Groups
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Win <Manottha>
Understanding between the indigenous races / Manottha
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 9.12, 1971,Feb 1, 8-10
Subject(s): Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Ethnic Groups
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Win <Manottha>
Ring out the old! Ring in the new!
in: Forward 12.5, 1974, 21-23*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Win <Manottha>
Treasure house of the nationalitie's culture.
in: Forward 11.12, 1973, 8-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Win <Manottha>
Understanding between the indigenous races.
in: Forward 9.12, 1971, 8-10*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Win Maung
Progress in Burmese photographic art.
in: Forward 9.15, 1971, 16-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Win Maung
The fifth gem emporium.
in: Forward 7.17, 1969, 12-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Win Maung
The Judo championships.
in: Forward 7.9, 1968, 8-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Yin
The dynamic aspects of the Burmese rural culture.
in: Forward 2.4, 1963, 19 and 22*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Yin
The problem of crime and the criminal and its solution in socialist Burma.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 47, 1964, 205-224*
Ref.: SAI

‘Kyaw Yin Hlaing
ASEAN's Pariah : insecurity and autocracy in Myanmar (Burma) / Kyaw Yin Hlaing
Subject(s): ASEAN; National security; Democracy; Re-
in: South East Asia research  (Singapore) 2005, 231-256
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces ; Burma : Politics & Government ; Political Parties
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Yin Hlaing
Power and factional struggles in post-independence Burmese governments / Kyaw Yin Hlaing
in: Journal of Southeast Asian studies  (Singapore) 39.1, 2008,Feb 149-177
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1948-1962 ; Burma : History ; By Period ; 1962- ; Burma : Politics & Government ; Political Parties
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Yin Hlaing
Reconsidering the failure of the Burma Socialist Programme Party government to eradicate internal economic impediments / Kyaw Yin Hlaing
in: South East Asia research  (London) 11.1 2003,Mar, 5-88
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1962- ; Burma : Politics & Government ; Political Parties
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Yin Hlaing
Setting the rules for survival: why the Burmese military regime survives in an age of democratization / Kyaw Yin Hlaing
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Yin Hlaing
Statesociety relations in Burma and the Philippines [review article] / Kyaw Yin Hlaing
in: Journal of Southeast Asian studies  (Singapore) 37.3, 2006Oct, 547-553
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Conditions ; Philippines : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Conditions
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyaw Yin Hlaing
The political economy of hmaung-kho in socialist Myanmar / by Kyaw Yin Hlaing
US: CU(Kroch DS527.9 .C66x 1998b+)
Kyaw Yin Hlaing
The political economy of Hmaung-kho in socialist Myanmar / Kyaw Yin Hlaing
in: Kasarinlan (Quezon City, ISSN 0116-0923) 15.1, 2000, 65-114
Subject(s): Schattenwirtschaft ; Korruption ; Myanmar
Ref.: BAS
D: KI-ZBW

Kyaw Yin Hlaing
The politics of government-business relations in Myanmar / Kyaw Yin Hlaing
Subject(s): Burm a : Politics & Government ; Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Management of Industry
Ref.: BAS

Kyaw Yin Hlaing
The politics of state-society relations in Burma / Kyaw Yin Hlaing
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Conditions ; Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

Kyaw Yin Hlaing
Political impasse in Myanmar / Kyaw Yin Hlaing
Subject(s): Forum on Regional Strategic and Political Developments 2003 ; Singapore> ; Terrorism ; Politics and government <1945-> ; Strategic aspects.
SG: ISEAS(LO DS526.7 F74 2003)

Kyaw Zin Thant
Active surveillance for congenital rubella syndrome in Yangon, Myanmar / Kyaw-Zin-Thant
Subject(s): Burma : Science & Technology ; Public Health
Ref.: BAS

Kyaw, Dolly
Rural poverty analysis in Myanmar : a micro level study in the Dry Zone / Dolly Kyaw
in: Issues and challenges in rural development. Vol. 2:
Siegfried M. Schwertner

Articles

Subject(s): Ländliche Armut ; Geschlecht ; Agrareinkommen ; Armutspolitik ; Gleichstellungspolitik ; Myanmar
Ref.: KI-ZBW

'Kyaw, H
The position of Pasteurellosis in Burma.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 32, 1948, 73-75*
Ref.: SAI

'Kyawt Kyawt
Burmese names : notes on usage.
in: International cataloguing 4, 1975.3 ???? 6*
Ref.: SAI

'Kyi Khin
Burma / Maung Kyi Khin
Subject(s): Birma / Sozialwissenschaft
Ref.: KI-ZBW

'Economics of rice production in Burma / Maung Kyi Khin and Myo Nyunt
in: The South-East Asian economic review (East Balmain) 2.2, 1981, 139-158
Subject(s): Agrarbetriebsgrösse / Reisanbau / Birma Nachhaltige Entwicklung ; Myanmar
Ref.: KI-ZBW

'Economics of rice production in Burma / Maung Kyi Khin and Myo Nyunt
in: The economics of small scale agriculture in developing countries . Burma ... / Khi Maung Kyi ...- East Balaman/N.S.W., 1984. p.1-20
Subject(s): Birma / Reisanbau
Ref.: KI-ZBW

'Man and water.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 2.1, 1951, 39-40*
Ref.: SAI

Problems of agricultural policy in some trade dependent small countries : a comparative study of Burma and Thailand / Maung Kyi Khin
in: Kajian ekonomi Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur, ISSN 0126-5350) 16.1.2, 1979, 344-352
Subject(s): Thailand ; Birma ; Agrarpolitik
Ref.: KI-ZBW

A master painter and his art [U Lun Gywe] / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 5.2, 2000, 48-50
Subject(s): Birma : Arts ; Painting
Ref.: BAS

Asian archery / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.3, 1998, 16-19
Subject(s): Birma ; Arts ; Recreational Arts ; Asia Only ; Arts ; Recreational Arts
Ref.: BAS

Away and gone in a cloud of smoke [anti-narcotic activities] / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.1, 1998, 14-17
Subject(s): Birma ; Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Problems
Ref.: BAS

Chairman, senior general Than Shwe counsels future leaders of Myanmar / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.3, 1998, 6-11
Subject(s): Birma : General & Miscellaneous
Ref.: BAS

Freedom of faith / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.3, 1996, 14-18
Subject(s): Birma : Philosophy & Religion ; Birma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; Kachin
Ref.: BAS

Human resource development, nation building and culture / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.6, 1997, 15-18
Subject(s): Birma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Birma : Economics ; Labor ; Labor Force
Ref.: BAS

Impressions and reflections of a traveller to Rakhine state / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 5.2, 2000, 60-65
Subject(s): Birma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

Impressions and reflections of a traveller to Rakine / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.1, 1999, 64-69
Subject(s): Birma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

Impressions and reflections of a traveller to the Kachin state / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.6, 1996, 60-65
Subject(s): Birma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS
Burma / Myanmar

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Articles

Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
Income generation for Myanmar women / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.6, 1997, 85-89
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Women
; Burma : Economics ; Labor ; Labor Force
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
Judge for yourself [drug control] / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.4, 1997, 48-53
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social
Problems
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
Myanmar and the rights of the child / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.4, 1997, 14-16
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Youth &
Children ; Burma : Politics & Government ; Human
Rights
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
Myanmar playthings / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.1, 1999, 37-41
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous ; Burma :
Arts ; Folk Arts
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
Myanmar traditional beads on show / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 5.2, 2000, 51-54
Subject(s): Burma : Arts
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
Myanmar wins the Gulliver de la Revelation [de] l’Annee
Tourism Award / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.6, 1996, 6-8
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Tourism
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
Myanmar’s state of readiness for ASEAN membership / 
Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 5.12, 1996, 17-21
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Regional
Associations
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
National reconciliation and consolidation / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 5.12, 1996, 46-54
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Center-
Regional Relations
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
Sabai: queen of fragrance [jasmine] / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.3, 1998, 76-79
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
Seminar on an analysis and assessment of the current
economic situation in Myanmar / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.1, 1998, 77-82
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Economic Conditions
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
The Bo Myat Tun Bridge / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.2, 1999, 20-23
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Transportation
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
The buckwheat harvest (towards a total eradication of
narcotic drugs) / Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.4, 1998, 14-20
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture ; Food Pol-
 icy ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Pro-
blems
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
The cultural heritage of the ancient Rakhine city of
Mrauk-U / Sein Myo Myint ; Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 5.12, 1996, 26-30
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Archaeology & Prehistory
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
The enduring beauty of Myanmar sculptures at the Man-
dalay Shwe In Pin monastery / Sein My Miint ; Daw Kyi
Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 1, 1995, 20-23
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Architecture ; Burma : Arts ;
Sculpture
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
The Fourth International Heroin Conference / Kyi Kyi
Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.1, 1999, 19-26
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social
Problems
Ref.: BAS

‘Kyi Kyi Hla
The growing city of Yangon and its bridges of welcome / 
Kyi Kyi Hla
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 5.2, 2000, 12-15
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Transportation ; Burma :
Economics ; Urban Development
Ref.: BAS
\textbf{Kyi Kyi Hla}  
The Lokanat: peacemaker and benevolent prince / Kyi Kyi Hla  
in: \textit{Myanmar perspectives} (Yangon) 5.12, 1996, 22-25  
\textit{Subject(s):} Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Folklore ; Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism  
Ref.: BAS

\textbf{Kyi Kyi Hla}  
The Myanmar 'longyi' and changing fashions / Kyi Kyi Hla  
in: \textit{Myanmar perspectives} (Yangon) 4.2, 1999, 29-33  
\textit{Subject(s):} Burma : General & Miscellaneous ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs  
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